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Abstracts
His Blood Shrieks Out: The Blood of Christ in Fra Angelico's
Frescoes for the Novices’ Cells at the Convent of San Marco, Florence
This paper explores representations of, and responses to, the blood of Christ
in the novice cells at Fra Angelico’s Dominican convent of San Marco, Florence. The frescoes, which depict Christ on the cross with St. Dominic in
prayer at its base, are unique for the prominence of painted blood. Through
close visual analysis of these images and the specific historical circumstances
in which they were created, this study places the frescoes within the contexts
of Dominican theology on the divinity of Christ’s blood and the practice of
monastic bloodletting. Beyond its narrative significance, this article argues
that the depicted blood was intensely contemplated for its theological complexities, with the shedding of Christ’s blood constituting the act of redemption in Dominican theology. It would also have provided the novices with
the opportunity for corporeal imitation of Christ, specifically through the
routine medical procedure of phlebotomy. Responding to a general tendency
in scholarship to focus on blood in northern European late medieval culture,
the paper sheds new light on the fresco decoration at San Marco and on the
depiction of blood in Italian art.

Reconstructing Ancient Rome in Sixteenth-Century Prints
By the sixteenth century, ancient Rome had existed as an amorphous notion of
the past for over two millennia. The recent reinstatement of the papal court in
Rome and the pervasive concern over the crumbling ruins in the early modern
metropolis led to an ideological desire to reconstruct the Eternal City. Ancient
Rome was rebuilt both literally through civic campaigns aimed at refurbishing
architectural remains in the city and metaphorically in the imaginations and
memories of sixteenth-century viewers through engravings of antique landmarks. Because of their reproducibility, portability, and relative affordability,
prints served as an effective medium for declaring and disseminating ideas
and ideals about ancient Rome that responded to the socio-political climate of
the Cinquecento city. As a result, engravings of classical ruins provided their
collectors with opportunities to acquire presumed insights about the architectural works, to meditate upon ancient Roman history more generally, and
subsequently to commit those perceptions to memory. This article investigates
how loose-sheet engravings of Roman ruins like triumphal arches, pagan
temples, and funerary structures, published by Antonio Salamanca (14781562) and Antonio Lafreri (ca. 1512-77) during the first half of the sixteenth
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century functioned as rhetorical inventions, giving visual representation to the
Cinquecento conception of ancient Rome. In so doing, it argues that engravings of classical monuments were persuasive objects that offered early modern
viewers a lens through which to envision antiquity that worked to engender
and promote the image of the sixteenth-century papal capital as a superior
incarnation of Rome.

A Phenomenology of Display: Monet's L'Orangerie, the Panorama
Rotunda, and the History of Proto-Installation Art
The Musée de l’Orangerie exhibits a collection of eight monumental Water
Lilies murals that Claude Monet (1840–1926) painted over the final decades of
his life and career. Scholars have either pinpointed these paintings as progenitors of abstraction in modern art or mainly assessed them in relation to
Monet’s biography. This article moves beyond such analyses by focusing on
the unique way in which the L’Orangerie Water Lilies are exhibited. The arrangement of these murals within the space they occupy merit an interpretation hitherto predominantly prescribed to the murals alone. As the paintings
remain in situ and envelop their visitors, this article proposes that the Water
Lilies gallery offers visitors an experience based on corporeal stimulation, as
the museum’s internal architecture is intricately connected to the paintings.
Moreover, it is argued that Monet’s L’Orangerie fits into the larger history of
proto-installation art by exploring its connection to the painted panoramas
popular in Europe throughout the nineteenth century and strategies of twentieth-century installation art. In examining the Water Lilies gallery’s phenomenology of display—the manner in which art and the space it inhabits work
in unison to convey meaning through visuomotor experience—this article
links Monet’s L’Orangerie to historical cases of immersive art and considers
it a precursor to installation artworks of the present day.
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HIS BLOOD SHRIEKS OUT

His Blood Shrieks Out: The Blood of Christ in Fra Angelico's
Frescoes for the Novices’ Cells at the Convent of San Marco, Florence
by Benjamin W. Allsopp

The seven cells of the novices, numbers fifteen to twenty-one, in the south
dormitory at the Dominican convent of San Marco, Florence contain frescoes
executed by the workshop of Fra Angelico in the early 1440s (Figs. 1-7).1
These works were part of a larger Christological program by the friar-painter, constituting seven of the fifty frescoes in the cloister, chapter house, and
dormitories. In each of the novice cell frescoes, St. Dominic, the founder of
the eponymous mendicant order, is represented in prayer at the base of a
Crucifix, upon which Christ bleeds profusely. Set against a plain white background, the vivid red of Christ’s blood in each of these frescoes is visually
arresting in its various iterations
as it drips from the hands, gushes
violently out of the side-wound
towards the devotee, and trails
down the base of the Crucifix onto
the barren ground. The seven frescoes have, on the whole, received
little scholarly attention, due to
their repetitiveness and likely
production by Fra Angelico’s
workshop, with Benozzo Gozzoli
(c. 1421-97) likely playing a prominent role in their execution.2 Yet
such repetitiveness prompts one to
consider the importance that was
attached to their content. These
frescoes were directed towards
young men entering the Dominican Order who were training
to become fully-fledged friars.
The consistency with which the
Fig 1. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St.
blood of Christ is emphasized in
Dominic at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61
the novice cells underscores the
x 31.5 in. (155 x 80 cm). Cell 15 (Novice),
importance of this image in the
Convent of San Marco, Florence. Photo
training of initiates to the Dominicredit: Scala / Ministero per i Beni e le
Attività culturali / Art Resource, New York
can Order. While some of the cells
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Fig 2. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 16 (Novice), Convent of
San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala /
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali /
Art Resource, New York

Fig 3. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 17 (Novice), Convent of
San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala /
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali /
Art Resource, New York

of the laymen and friars feature depictions of crucifixions, these are never
as conspicuously bloody as those in the novices’ cells. These bloody images in the cells of the novices were designed to aid their inhabitants in their
initial absorption of Dominican belief and values. In order to understand
how the novices at San Marco would have interpreted the representations of
Christ’s blood in these frescoes, they must be contextualized against the dual
discourses of Dominican theology and conventual phlebotomy.3 The study
sheds new light on the understudied topic of the depiction of blood in Italian
Renaissance art, focusing on conventual images of Christ on the cross that,
given their Quattrocento Italian provenance, are outstanding for their prominence of blood.
The only author to have written extensively on the novice cells’ frescoes is William Hood, who, in an article of 1986, connected the images with
those of St. Dominic in a thirteenth-century Dominican prayer treatise, De
modo orandi (‘On the Ways of Prayer’).4 In her review of Hood’s 1993 volume
on the San Marco decoration, Mary-Ann Winkelmes suggested the possibility for future scholarship to situate the “particularly bloody” novice cells’
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Fig 4. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 18 (Novice), Convent of
San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala /
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali /
Art Resource, New York

Fig 5. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 19 (Novice), Convent
of San Marco, Florence. Reproduced with
the permission of Ministero per i Beni e le
Attività Culturali / Archivi Alinari, Firenze.

frescoes within the context of late medieval devotion to the body and blood
of Christ.5 In 2019, Marco Piana delivered a talk on the San Marco fresco
cycle as a whole, connecting it to blood devotion, flagellant practices, and
hypothesizing the frescoes’ possible impact upon the Dominican preacher
Girolamo Savonarola (1452-98).6 The prominent depiction of Christ’s blood
in works by Fra Angelico has been the subject of passing comments by
several scholars. Timothy Verdon notes that, of early Quattrocento Italian
painters, Fra Angelico was the most explicit in the representation of blood.7
As far back as 1853, Vincenzo Marchese noted the “copious” streams of
blood pouring from Christ in St. Dominic at the Cross, located in the convent
cloister of San Marco.8 Giorgio Bonsanti also mentions the “copious” amount
of blood in the St. Dominic at the Cross located in the dormitory corridor, a
fresco that novices and friars would walk past every time they left their cells
to frequent any other area in the convent or to exit the complex.9 Georges
Didi-Huberman refers to the “repeated, and hence unforgettable, shock of
bloody blotches” at the bottom of the cell Crucifixion frescoes.10 While there
has been significant scholarship on blood in medieval culture in the last two
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Fig 6. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 20 (Novice), Convent of
San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala /
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali /
Art Resource, New York

Fig 7. Workshop of Fra Angelico, St. Dominic
at the Crucifix, ca. 1442, fresco, 61 x 31.5 in.
(155 x 80 cm). Cell 21 (Novice), Convent of
San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala /
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali /
Art Resource, New York

decades, such work generally focuses on the “brutal realism” of Christ’s
blood in Northern European culture.11 Given that Italian artists did not
depict Christ’s blood with the same exuberance and goriness as did Northern artists, the blood of Christ in Italian art has, on the whole, received less
scholarly attention.12
As a cohesive set, the frescoes in the seven novice cells are the bloodiest of Fra Angelico’s images at San Marco. Indeed, as images of Christ on
the cross produced in Italy during the second quarter of the Quattrocento,
the frescoes are outstanding for their prominence of blood. The physical and
intellectual environments of these frescoes prompted the viewers, whether
that be the novices or the novice master, to contemplate the painted blood
with great intensity. There is no precedent for frescoes adorning the cell of
a member of a religious order.13 Moreover, the novices who occupied these
cells were around sixteen years of age and undergoing a year of study and
training, with an aim to prepare them for preaching, before being fully admitted as clerics of the Order.14 When not being trained by the novice master
in the art of prayer and liturgical recitation, they were expected to occupy
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their minds in the most productive way possible: through contemplation
and study in their cells.15 These frescoes were available for constant viewing
by the respective resident of each cell. By point of comparison, the fresco in
the corridor leading to their cells, depicting St. Dominic at the Cross, has a
similar emphasis on the blood of Christ, but due to its position, it is unlikely
that it was the object of such prolonged contemplation as those in the cells of
the novices. These youths confronted images of Christ’s blood for sustained
periods of time every day.
On one level, of course, the blood would have been read as a Eucharistic symbol, particularly given the Order’s associations with the Feast
of the Corpus Domini: the liturgy for the feast was written by the great
Dominican theologian St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-74).16 The feast celebrated
the real presence of the body and blood of Christ in the Eucharist and its
salvific role in humankind’s salvation. However, the depicted blood at San
Marco invited further associations. Caroline Walker Bynum has suggested
that scholarship has obscured modern understanding of medieval blood
devotion by overemphasizing the Eucharistic element of Christ’s blood. She
argues convincingly that devotion to Christ’s blood was not only restricted to a devotion to the Eucharist, pointing in particular to the proliferation
of blood relics of Christ in the late Middle Ages.17 As discussed below, the
Dominicans believed blood relics of Christ to be a theological impossibility.
Yet this does not preclude my basic point that the blood of Christ could have
been seen as something beyond just Eucharistic in Dominican theology and
art. The novice cells’ frescoes were not associated with any altar and were
embedded into the quotidian life of the inhabitant of each cell, functioning in a didactic rather than a liturgical context.18 This is not to argue that
the painted blood would not be seen as Eucharistic, but that it was open to
understandings beyond a strictly Eucharistic context. These interpretations
might pertain to miraculous blood from sculpted crucifixes, or to the blood
that flowed through a fifteenth-century Dominican’s body.19
How, then, did the novices understand images of Christ’s blood in
their cells, designed by a friar-painter from their own convent? In the first
section of the present study, the prominence of the painted blood is considered against the context of late medieval Dominican theology on the blood
of Christ, with particular attention given to the writings of Catherine of
Siena and arguments presented at the 1463 debate on the Holy Blood at the
papal court. The second section explores how the monastic practice of phlebotomy may have influenced how the novices responded to the representation of a bleeding human body in their living quarters. At the time of the
frescoes’ production, the influential Antoninus Pierozzi (1389-1459) – future
archbishop of Florence and saint – was prior of San Marco. In his Summa,
Antoninus recommends the use of sermon collections by Jacopo da Voragine
(d. 1298) and Giovanni da San Gimignano (d. 1333).20 Devotional texts and
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sermon collections produced by Dominicans in the Duecento and Trecento
were still an active source of inspiration for the Florentine Dominicans in
the Quattrocento.21 Examining these late medieval sources indicates that the
blood in the novice cells’ frescoes could evoke a multitude of responses from
its original viewers, both in theological and physiological terms.
Blood on the Walls: The Blood of Christ in Dominican Theology
In Antoninus’ c. 1454 Opera a ben vivere, he proclaims that because Christ
wanted humanity to participate in God’s kingdom he sacrificed his own
body on the cross and, in so doing, paid humankind’s debt of sin with
Christ’s precious blood.22 Yet beyond the well-established redemptive quality of the sanguinis christi, Fra Angelico produced the San Marco frescoes at
a time when the exact nature of Christ’s blood was a topic of great attention
in Dominican theology. In 1463, the Dominicans articulated their doctrine
on the Holy Blood in a debate held at the papal court of Pius II (1405-64).
In opposition to the Franciscans, the Dominicans argued that the blood of
the Passion “was never deprived of hypostatic union with the Word,” thus
remaining divine upon leaving Christ’s body.23 Furthermore, the Dominicans
emphasized that Christ’s blood was absolute proof of his humanity as blood
pertained “to the verity of human nature;” as such, the shedding of Christ’s
blood was fundamental to the redemption of humankind.24 At the debate,
the Dominicans also announced the impossibility of Passion blood relics,
since it was their belief that the blood of Christ had not been left on earth
but returned to Christ’s body during the Ascension.25 The Dominican views
expressed at the 1463 debate were not new. Indeed, many of the arguments
were rooted in the writings of Thomas Aquinas, which by then were nearly 200 years old. However, with the increasing popularity of blood relics
during the late medieval era, the issue became ever more pressing for the
Dominicans in the Quattrocento and, during this time, a number of members
of the Order of Preachers wrote treatises on the divinity of Christ’s Passion
blood.26 The San Marco frescoes were produced in a theological climate in
which increasing emphasis was placed on the divinity of the blood that
Christ shed at the Passion.
A focus on the blood of Christ dominated not only the sphere of
highly erudite Dominican debate, but also permeated popular devotional practices within the Order’s orbit. The writings of Catherine of Siena
(1347-80), in their emphasis on the divinity and redemptive power of
Christ’s blood, foreshadowed the arguments of the Dominicans in the 1463
debate.27 Scholars have long recognized Catherine’s outstanding devotion
to the blood of Christ.28 Beyond their general emphasis on Christ’s blood,
Catherine’s writings encouraged an understanding of the Holy Blood that
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went beyond its perceived powers to wash away sin, towards metaphors of
Christ’s blood as nourishment and life.29 To give but one example, in a 1377
letter, Catherine describes how Christ gave his blood as drink and that this
“blood is so sweet and mild and so strong that it heals every weakness, and
brings life out of death.”30 Significantly for this study, scholars have suggested that the writings and cult of Catherine were especially prominent in the
devotional life of Observant Dominicans in Florence in the first half of the
Quattrocento.31 Antoninus had close links with Catherine, writing a biography of the holy woman.32 With Catherine’s writings circulating in a variety
of manuscripts during the Quattrocento, elements of her blood theology
surely transfused into the intellectual sphere of the Florentine community
of Observant Dominicans, especially during the period from 1439 to 1445
when Antoninus was prior at San Marco.33 The prominence of blood in the
novice cells’ frescoes encouraged them to reflect on the divinity, life-giving
ability, and redemptive power of Christ’s blood as emphasized in contemporary Dominican theology. The frescoes are remarkably bare and devoid
of geospatial details, further
focusing the viewer’s attention
on the blood of Christ.34 These
frescoes are unusual because
the background of the images
consists of an entirely plain,
white intonaco (the preparatory
plaster layer of fresco).35 The
only figures in these frescoes
are St. Dominic and Christ;
this is in contrast to the more
narrative-based and multi-figured scenes in the cells of the
friars and lay brothers. These
frescoes feature various episodes from the life of Christ,
ranging chronologically from
the Annunciation to the Noli
me tangere (‘Do not touch me’).
By point of comparison with
the novice cells, in cell twenty-five there is a Crucifixion
Fig 8. Fra Angelico and Workshop, Crucifixion
scene that consists of three
with the Virgin, Mary Magdalene, and St. Dominic,
attendant figures: the historical
ca. 1442, fresco, 69 x 53.5 in. (176 x 136 cm). Cell
actors of the Virgin Mary and
25, Convent of San Marco, Florence. Wikimedia
Mary Magdalene at the base
Commons, Artwork in the Public Domain /
of the Cross and St. Dominic.
Web Gallery of Art
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Christ on the cross is set
against a dark, almost black
sky, and as such, the falling blood is not as visually
striking as it is in the novices’ cells (Fig. 8)
The images of Christ
on the cross in the novices’ cells are particularly
“bloody,” as compared not
only to the other Fra Angelico frescoes at San Marco but
also to painting in late medieval central Italy. Blood falls
in thick drops from Christ’s
hands, the blood from his
Fig. 9 Detail of figure 3
side-wound projects with
noticeable force, and the
blood from his feet rolls
down the base of the cross
into dramatic rivulets that
extend across the ground
(Figs. 9, 10). To some degree,
this recalls earlier Italian images of Christ on the cross in
which Christ bleeds just as
profusely. For example, in a
Crucifixion panel by Pietro
Lorenzetti from the 1340s,
the blood projects from
Christ’s side-wound with
as much prominence as it
does in the novices’ cells at
San Marco (Fig. 11).36 Nevertheless, the blood does
not dominate the Lorenzetti
Fig. 10 Detail of figure 7
panel, in contrast to the later
San Marco frescoes. In the
panel, other elements vie for the viewer’s attention, such as the gilding of
the background, the distorted pose of the Bad Thief crucified to Christ’s left,
and the various dynamics of the groups of figures at the base of the cross. In
this image, and indeed in virtually all paintings of Christ on the cross that
precede the novice cells’ frescoes, the flowing of blood is just one among
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Fig 11. Pietro Lorenzetti, The Crucifixion, 1340s, fresco, 16.5 x 12.5 in. (41.9 x 31.8
cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Purchase, Lila Acheson Wallace Gift and Gwynne Andrews Fund, 2002. Image in the Public Domain.
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many pictorial elements that compete for the viewer’s attention. The novice’s frescoes are extraordinary in their combination of narrative sparseness
and material bareness, enabling the blood of Christ to offer itself up as the
primary focus of the viewer’s attention.
The novice’s attention may also have been drawn to the frescoed
blood due to its material makeup. The paint used to render these drops and
streams of blood was produced with the pigment of haematite, a mineral
that itself was believed to be ‘blood-like’ in nature.37 In the first century CE,
Pliny the Elder stated that the stone reproduces the color of red lead, and
that genuine haematite should give off a blood red smear when rubbed. He
also notes its quality as a healing substance, particularly for predicaments
of a blood-related nature.38 In his treatise On Minerals, the Dominican Albertus Magnus (d. 1280) pointed out that the term ‘haematite’ derives from
the Greek for ‘bloodstone.’39 Novices were perhaps aware of the fact that the
represented blood in the frescoes was rendered with the ‘bloodstone,’ making them contemplate ever more intensely the blood of Christ.
The location of these frescoes also encouraged contemplation of
Christ’s blood. In their cells, novices could view the painted blood in close
detail. The emptiness of the surrounding environment enhances the visual
prominence of this blood; the cell walls at San Marco are white-washed. The
novices’ cells are significantly larger than the other single cells at San Marco,
roughly thirty-three percent larger than the friars’ cells; for both friars and
novices it was one person per cell.40 Despite the larger size of the rooms, the
frescoes in the novices’ cells are significantly smaller than those of the friars’
cells.41 The original furnishings of the cell likely consisted of just a bed, a
desk, and a prie-dieu.42 The intonaco of the background, combined with the
large amount of white used in the fresco, augment the appearance of a continuum between fresco and wall and an overall visual impression of great
emptiness and whiteness.43 This made the red brushstrokes of haematite that
represent Christ’s blood ever more visually compelling.44 The blood which
flows from the upper-half of Christ’s body is painted onto plain intonaco, as
if painted straight onto the wall of the cell (Fig. 10). This directness of paint
to wall and of red to white evokes the words of the Trecento prior of the Dominican Church of Santa Maria Novella, Jacopo Passavanti (d. 1357). Speaking of the crucified Christ as a way to achieve eternal happiness, he states
“His blood shrieks out, and offers mercy and pity.”45 The visual emptiness
of the cell and the barrenness of the fresco allow the red marks of painted
blood to assert their prominence: to “shriek” in visual terms.
The importance of an empty, barren environment for spiritual edification was a common theme in Dominican discourse. A popular Dominican
topos was that of the preacher in the desert.46 In a sermon of 1304, the Dominican preacher Giordano da Pisa (d. 1311) described the wonder of the
preacher who is able to flee from the distractions of everyday life. He states
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that just as Christ was able to reject the vanities of the everyday world, so
the preacher should retreat to the desert, for “this desert could be your cell,
your house, your room … and so those who want to be saved must leave the
world either by going into the desert or becoming religious or fleeing from
people.”47 This topos of a preacher in the desert functioned as an emblem of a
condition of inner isolation, an isolation which made meditation and contemplation possible.48 As such, it is fitting to consider Catherine of Siena’s
rejection of the worldly, in favor of meditation on the blood of Christ.49 In a
letter to Raymond of Capua, she urges her confessor, the future Master of the
Dominican Order, to embrace the blood of Christ. Describing her own desire
for the Holy Blood, she states that she was “deluded” when she looked for
satisfaction in other people. Now, when she is lonely she desires to “find
companionship in the blood, and in this way I will find both the blood and
these other people, and in the blood I will drink their love and affection.”50
For Catherine, the loneliness that is conjoined with a rejection of the world
can be transformed into joy through meditation on Christ’s blood. The original effect of the sparse novice frescoes, each adorning a desolate cell, can
be better understood through Dominican exhortations like these, calling for
worldly rejection in favor of meditation on the Holy Blood.
For late medieval Dominicans, there was much to be contemplated
in the blood of Christ. The theology of the order held that it was the blood
of Christ which constituted the redemptive sacrifice; Aquinas argued that it
was the blood, not the body, of Christ, which “is more specially the image
of our Lord’s Passion.”51 Central to the Dominicans’ argument of 1463 was
the belief that it was the blood Christ shed which enabled the act of redemption.52 This was in opposition to the Franciscan belief that the shedding of
Christ’s blood was merely a by-product of the redemptive act of his death.53
Key to the Dominican belief in the redemptive ability of Christ’s blood was
a conviction that a person’s blood contained the life of that person within
it. According to Aquinas, “Christ’s blood, or His bodily life, which is in the
blood, is the price of our redemption.”54 At the 1463 debate, the Dominican speakers emphasized the Levitican belief that “the life of the flesh is
in the blood.”55 Later in the debate, they described how Christ on the cross
“pour[ed] out His life with blood.”56 For the Dominicans, the blood of Christ
was equivalent to God himself, and the shedding of his blood was the act
that constituted redemption.57
In each of the novice cells’ frescoes St. Dominic is positioned to
the side of the Crucifix, enabling a clear view of Christ’s blood which falls
across the ground. The blood rolls in three or four rivulets down the raised
mound in varying degrees of thickness and in a distinctive manner that
invites closer attention. The trails of blood appear to be moving towards
the bottom edge of the fresco as if dribbling into the space of the cell itself
(Fig. 4).58 Of particular note is cell twenty in which a trail of blood visibly
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makes contact with the edge of the frescoed border (Fig. 6). Bearing in mind
that for the Dominicans the blood of Christ indicated his divinity, corporeal
identity, and sacrifice, these rivulets were likely viewed as more than just
narrative details. The blood on the ground is located just above eye level
when one stands up close to the fresco. In his Life of Saint Mary Magdalen,
the Dominican preacher Domenico Cavalca (d. 1342) placed great emphasis
on the blood that flowed onto the ground surrounding the Crucifixion. He
describes the sadness it causes him to contemplate the blood of Christ shed
upon the earth, which took the form of “three pools” around the base of the
Cross. Although these pools were a “marvel to see,” it was only the Madonna who truly knew what they signified.59 Cavalca subsequently narrates how
Mary Magdalene, on the night of the Crucifixion, requested of the Virgin
that they “stay standing here this night, to watch over this Blood, that it may
not be trampled on, nor touched by any unclean thing.” The Virgin replies
that there is no need for it will be guarded. She subsequentially addresses
the earth, “Earth, guard well my Son’s Blood, for never was such a noble
thing laid upon thee.”60 In the fresco of cell forty in the lay dormitory, St.
Dominic prostrates himself on the ground, gazing intently at the rivulets of
blood descending from the cross (Fig. 12). This image, along with Cavalca’s
account, indicates one way in which novices at San Marco might have understood these frescoes that include Christ’s shed blood on the ground.
For this audience of Dominican novices, the painted traces of blood represented something worthy of meditation; they constituted independent foci
of contemplation. An emphasis on the redemptive potential of the smallest
amount of Christ’s blood was a common rhetorical motif in Dominican
devotion. In a sermon of 1303, Giordano da Pisa stated that one drop of
Christ’s shed blood “was sufficient for all the world, and for a thousand
worlds.”61 The Dominican preacher, Vincent Ferrer (d. 1419), argued that,
due to the holiness of Christ’s humanity, “one drop of blood, without death,
would have sufficed to redeem humanity.”62 Hence, each rivulet and each
drop of blood represented in the novice cells’ frescoes was perceived as
more than just the body fluid of Christ. Each trace, while containing the life
of Christ within it, encapsulated the act of redemption.
The Blood of Christ as Consolation: The Conventual Practice of Phlebotomy
Christ’s blood was proof of his humanity, particularly for the Dominicans.
Yet despite the power of blood as a signifier of what Christ shared with humanity, scholarship has not sufficiently addressed the actual lived contexts
through which late medieval Dominicans would have encountered their
own blood. To understand how the San Marco novices may have responded
to the images of Christ shedding copious blood in their cells, it is necessary
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Fig 12. Fra Angelico and workshop, Crucifixion with the Three Marys and Saint Dominic, ca. 1442, 70 x 59 in. (180 x 150 cm) Cell 40 (Lay brother) Convent of San Marco, Florence. Photo credit: Scala / Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali / Art
Resource, New York.
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to consider the situations in which this audience would have seen actual
human blood on a regular basis. One important ritual for thinking about the
frescoes is that of communal flagellation, particularly given the imagery of
cell twenty (Fig. 6).63 The constitutions of the Order stipulate that the prior
was to perform flagellation each day on errant friars in the Chapter Room
before the entire community during the confession of faults.64 Yet beyond
flagellation, the regular practice of phlebotomy for medical purposes signified another ‘bloody’ aspect in the life of a Dominican brother, as it was
for a member of any religious order. In considering this medical procedure
in the life of a novice, it is relevant that, for late medieval Dominicans, the
“scientific” realities of the human body provided a means through which
to comprehend the extent of Christ’s sacrifice. I suggest that the blood that
was shed by a novice through bloodletting influenced how they viewed the
images of the sacrificed Christ in their cells; likewise, the cell frescoes may
have influenced how the novices reacted towards the sight of blood leaving
their own bodies.65
Dominican discourse of the fourteenth century is notable for its
incorporation of physiology.66 In a sermon delivered in 1303 at Santa Maria
Novella, Giordano da Pisa referred to how blood was the primary “vertù” of
nourishment, since it was able to convert itself into bone, flesh, and veins.67
There is noticeable use of physiological metaphor in the Summa of Giovanni
da San Gimignano, a copy of which is known to have been in the library of
Santa Maria Novella during the fifteenth century.68 One of the most memorable analogies of the tract is that of the mutually comforting organs, which
states that as pain in one organ mitigates pain in another, similarly “the passion of Christ and the suffering of the saints alleviate human pain and toil.”69
Domenico Cavalca’s Specchio di Croce from the 1330s is particularly noteworthy for its theo-physiological considerations.70 At the debate of 1463, the
Dominicans stated that it was “hard to believe that any superfluous blood
could have been found in Christ at the time of His Passion since He was in
the prime of life and His habit and way of life were most temperate.”71 These
examples demonstrate that physiological considerations, as well as physiological analogies, featured heavily in Dominican theological discourse. As
such, it becomes ever more pressing to consider how the surgical procedure
of bloodletting may have conditioned audience response to the novice cells’
frescoes at San Marco.
Blood-letting was a popular form of medicinal therapy prior to the
Enlightenment and was practiced as both a prophylactic procedure and as
a curative remedy.72 Most relevant to the case of the novices at San Marco,
phlebotomy as a prophylactic procedure functioned as a regular means to
keep the human body healthy and purged of excess matter.73 By combatting
excess blood through bloodletting on a regular basis, it was believed that
the body progressed further towards the desired but ultimately unattainable
equilibrium of the humors.74
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Within religious orders, prophylactic phlebotomy was standardized practice.
Documentary sources demonstrate that, beginning in the ninth century and
continuing up until the sixteenth, virtually all religious orders practiced “periodic bloodletting.” Nearly all religious communities featured chapters on
bloodletting within their constitutions.75 The Dominican chapter begins thus:
“Blood-letting is to be done four times a year: first in September; secondly
after Christmas; thirdly after Easter; and fourthly round the feast of St John
the Baptist.”76 Due to the fact that Dominican ideology of the Quattrocento emphasized the need to make an effort to return to the principles of the
original constitutions, it is a safe assumption that the novices at San Marco
were blood-let at least four times a year.77 By contrast, a Florentine layperson
generally received a routine phlebotomy only once a year.78
A barber-surgeon usually performed the blood-letting, a manual
operation.79 The “barber’s room” at San Marco, now known as the small
refectory, was almost certainly the place where the Dominican brothers
were bled.80 A cursory sketch of the practice during this period involved the
patient being given a stick to grasp, thereby encouraging the swelling of
the veins in one arm, further aided by a tight ligature. Blood would then be
drawn from a vein by way of a lengthwise incision and collected in a basin.81
When the requisite amount of blood had been drawn, the ligature was removed, a bandage applied to the incision, and drugs given to the patient to
ease the pain.82 One can well imagine that it must have been frightening for
the young novice to witness blood gush from his arm. Beyond the obvious
shock factor in seeing the life-force spurt out of his body, he was undergoing
an operation that was known to be painful, dangerous, and possibly deadly.83 In his 1584 tract on phlebotomy, the barber-surgeon Pietro Piacentino
stated that the primary task of a surgeon performing a phlebotomy was to
stabilize the “flinching body of an ill and frightened human being.”84 For
a Dominican novice, apprehension of the procedure may have been ever
greater due to his young age. Phlebotomy was generally not practiced on
anyone under the age of fourteen.85 For a fifteen-year-old novice, the bloodletting they underwent at San Marco may have been their first exposure to
the operation, further fueling their anxiety.86
In his instructions for Dominican novices, Humbert of Romans (d.
1277) recommended meditation on things that particularly relate to oneself.87 The frescoes adorning the novices’ cells that represent Christ bleeding
profusely may have offered the novices with a model of consolation in their
anticipation for their quarterly phlebotomies. No scholar has made a link
between depictions of Christ bleeding on the Cross and the presumed fear of
phlebotomy experienced by the images’ audiences.88 During the late medieval era, representations of the suffering body of Christ were often designed
to direct the viewer’s attention to their own physical being.89 In rendering
the bleeding body of Christ on the wall of their cells, a body which purged
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humankind of its sins, the frescoes directed the novices to look at their own
physical body, encouraging them to perceive their phlebotomy as a purgative procedure in both a corporeal and spiritual sense. Late medieval Christian thought closely associated the healing of the physical body with the
cleansing of the spiritual self.90 Accordingly, theologians claimed that prior
to Original Sin, humankind existed in a perfect state of humoral equilibrium,
with a perfect amount of blood within the body.91 After the Fall, this equilibrium was lost and humankind became susceptible to illness, a perpetual
reminder of sin.92 It has been suggested that the medieval attitude towards
phlebotomy was that of an effort to purge the human body of sin.93 Commenting on monastic phlebotomy, Mary Yearl suggests that the four-day
period which took up the time of the operation and its recovery was seen
as a “re-creation,” not just in terms of a period of rest from monastic duties,
but also in terms of recreating the body and the spirit.94 The Cistercian monk
Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153) clearly articulated this idea of bloodletting
as a spiritual renewal in his sermon “On Bloodletting,” in which a parallel
is explicitly drawn between the shedding of excess blood and the purgation
of sin.95 Relieving the body of excess blood was important for both physical
and spiritual welfare.
Dominican literature of the period shows that the concept of bloodletting was considered a spiritual act analogous to the Passion. In one
sermon, the Dominican Martin von Troppau (d. 1278) explicitly described
Christ’s Passion as a phlebotomy.96 The Summa of Giovanni da San Gimignano describes how “the love among the organs is so great that sometimes
when one of them is damaged another is liberated, as happens in cautery,
phlebotomy, and surgery, and as is revealed in parallel manner by Christ’s
Passion.”97 Jacopo da Voragine makes reference to Christ as a bloodlet patient in one of his Lenten sermons. Voragine argues that of the four causes
for illness – gluttony, cold, corruption of the blood, the corruption of the humors – gluttony is the only one that can be cured by man himself. He states,
“The rest are cured by Christ: cold by the heat of his sweat, corrupt blood
by his own bleeding, and corrupt humours by the bitter medicine of the gall
he was given to drink on the cross.”98 Esther Cohen highlights that in the
original Latin text, Voragine refers to the “bleeding” of Christ as “minutia,”
a medical term which referred to the practice of prophylactic bloodletting.99
Monastic recipients of bloodletting were referred to as “minuti.”100 In his
Specchio della Croce, Cavalca implies that Christ suffered more than a “minuto,” describing how Christ wanted to be bled not by a barber’s “lanciuola”
(‘lancet’), but by the Jews with a lance and nails.101 In this and other texts,
phlebotomy is presented as a comfortable activity in comparison to Christ’s
shedding of blood at the Passion.102
Most probably, the novice master at San Marco presented the quarterly phlebotomies to the novices as a means to replenish the strength of
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their bodies and spirits, a procedure required for their monotonous lifestyle
of prayer and study. Yet for an adolescent recently accepted into San Marco, an additional form of consolation and encouragement was possible to
prepare him for the potentially frightening prospect of bloodletting. Moreover, the Dominican novices may have perceived the shedding of blood as
one way of imitating Christ.103 Fra Angelico’s depictions of Christ bleeding
on the Cross may have provided consolation for the frightened novices,
converting their fear of phlebotomy into excitement at the opportunity to let
their blood flow in an analogous manner to Christ. While ‘re-creating’ their
spirits and attaining an equilibrium of the humors, the frescoes prompted
them to also perceive their bloodletting as a form of imitatio Christi.
Conclusion
Situating the novice cells’ frescoes at San Marco within the contexts of Dominican theology on the blood of Christ and general monastic attitudes towards the practice of phlebotomy, it becomes clear that the novices received
Fra Angelico’s images as more than just visual forms of didacticism on the
manners of praying. This paper has demonstrated that, given the lifestyle
of the original intended viewer, the shedding and flowing of Christ’s blood
in the frescoes had the ability to communicate powerful messages. For the
Dominicans, the blood of Christ was believed to really do something. The
blood leaving the side-wound brought about redemption. The shedding of
Christ’s blood purged humankind of Original Sin, just as blood being let
from a novice’s body purged that body both in a corporeal and in a spiritual
sense. For an audience of Dominican novices inculcated with late medieval
attitudes towards the blood of Christ and the blood of humankind, the way
the Fra Angelico workshop depicted blood in their cell frescoes simultaneously offered the possibilities of theological contemplation, devotional
encouragement, and a very human form of consolation and excitement at
the prospect of imitation. Moreover, the seven frescoes – explicit in their
visualization of Christ’s multivalent blood – prepared young men entering
the Dominican Order for a life of preaching, devotion, and asceticism, often
centered around the corporeality of Christ. Outstanding for its prominence
against a white background, the depicted blood should be seen as part of a
very deliberate strategy on behalf of the artist and patrons at San Marco to
initiate young men into the Dominican Order. Blood emerges not merely as
an object of theological contemplation, but, in its flowing and shedding from
the fifteenth-century novice’s veins, a conduit for identification with the
Passion body of Christ.
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Reconstructing Ancient Rome in Sixteenth-Century Prints
by Kylie Fisher

“Now let us, by a flight of imagination, suppose that Rome is not a human
habitation but a psychical entity […] in which nothing that has once come
into existence will have passed away and all the earlier phases of development continue to exist alongside the latest one.”1
The Via Sacra, which was once a principal route for the ancient
triumph and populated with monuments commemorating Roman military
victories over foreign people, is now dominated by crumbling ruins and
churches that have replaced pagan edifices.2 Along the right side of the Via
Sacra in the Roman Forum, visitors encounter an imposing brick basilica. At
its center is a set of large patinated bronze doors framed by an elaborately
carved marble entablature supported by two Corinthian columns with porphyry shafts (Fig. 1). In an earlier era, this magnificent portal served as the
entryway to the library and subsequent audience hall of the Temple of Peace.
Still, only a few centuries after its construction, the pagan building was remade into a church honoring
the twin martyr saints, Cosmas and Damian.3
In 1550, Antonio Lafreri (ca. 1512-77) published a
remarkable engraving of the
entryway to the former Temple of Peace (Fig. 2). Occupying the entire scene, the portal
is left unattached to a larger
structure and thus is isolated
from its mid-Cinquecento
context. It is only from the
inscription at the bottom of
the composition that a viewer
receives confirmation that
this image depicts the entrance to the church dedicated to Cosmas and Damian.4
Fig 1: Portal of Basilica of Saints Cosmas and
As a result, this print encourDamian, 6th century. Roman Forum, Rome.
Photograph by author.
aged early modern observers
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Fig 2: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Doorway of the
Temple of Peace, 1550, engraving, 18 7/8 x 13 3/6 in (48.0 x 33.5 cm). The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund, transferred from the Library 41.72(1.33). Image
open access, courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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to envision the architectural entity in its assumed original state, before it was
incorporated into a Christian site. Yet, when confronted with Lafreri’s image,
they understood the engraved portal not as a usable doorway, but as an incomplete architectural element. There is a powerful rhetorical quality to this
print. When connected to the Basilica of Cosmas and Damian, the classical
doorway became whole in the minds of Cinquecento viewers, forcing them
to reflect upon how the material and symbolic essence of antiquity was appropriated and transformed to construct what would become sixteenth-century papal Rome.
The continual rebuilding of Rome’s urban landscape over centuries
has striking parallels with the workings of human memory. Rome’s classical past remains forever present in the physical framework of the modern
metropolis in the same way that recollections of ideas and events become
permanently imprinted onto a person’s memory, never to be forgotten
even when they appear to vanish like the ruins of a former civilization
crumbling to the ground. Although the original doorway of the Temple of
Peace gained a new identity in Christian Rome, it nevertheless endured as
part of the ethos of the Eternal City that was the foundation, both literally
and figuratively, for Rome of later epochs. This mirrors how a memory
that was impressed onto an individual’s mind and spirit becomes part of
their evolving present.5 Just as the physical sites in Rome made visible the
material and cultural lineage between the ancient and early modern city,
engravings of classical architecture similarly prompted viewers to acknowledge and eternalize that heritable connection through their evocative representations.
Prints of ancient monuments like Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of
Peace were persuasive objects that offered sixteenth-century viewers a lens
through which to imagine the urban fabric of antiquity that promoted the
ideology of Cinquecento Rome. In the absence of extant architectural remains to obtain, display, and intimately study, these engravings functioned
as two-dimensional surrogates for those edifices that a collector could not
otherwise interact with in his private space. As I will demonstrate, the opportunity to engage in close and sustained examination of the represented
monuments reinforced the historical, material, and symbolic associations
between pagan and Christian Rome. Such engravings did not merely serve
as tools for recalling the history of antiquity but functioned as quasi-devotional and meditative objects that mediated the past and present through the
viewing experience. This study challenges previous interpretations of these
engravings as sources of knowledge aimed at conveying objective information about ancient Rome to foreign collectors.6 Rather, these compositions
aided in forming subjective perceptions of the former republic and empire,
which cemented the belief in local viewers that papal Rome had eclipsed its
classical forebearer in cultural status and authority.
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Informed by theories of classical writers like Plato (428/427-348/347
BCE), Cicero (106-43 BCE), and the first-century BCE author of the Rhetorica
ad Herennium, early modern scholars similarly characterized human memory as a physical repository for mental images of ideas and experiences.7
For example, the sixteenth-century Italian philosopher Giulio Camillo (ca.
1480-1544) likened the faculty of memory to a grand theater where all things
that the mind conceives are translated into classicizing symbols and stored
within that metaphorical space to enable their retrieval.8 By picturing the
amorphous idea of ancient Rome in print, and, more specifically, in the form
of architectural entities, these engravings appear to visualize the very notion
of memory as a tangible locus defined by a representational image, that of
a monument. Even in its etymology, the word “monument,” which derives
from the Latin verb monere, refers to the act of remembering something.9
Since antiquity, monuments have been erected to commemorate historical individuals and events as well as more abstract ideals. I contend that
Cinquecento all’antica prints, which portray the actual architectural works
built and preserved to immortalize the glories of the Eternal City, allowed
viewers to imaginatively reconstruct an image of ancient Rome that subsequently informed how they understood and remembered that historical
period.10 These engravings contributed to inventing a vision of the past—
one that placed the classical republic and empire as part of the teleology
of papal Rome. As such, they participated in fashioning the early modern
Christian city as the apogee of Rome’s historical evolution.

The Print Market in Early Sixteenth-Century Rome
Two of the most prolific print publishers in Cinquecento Rome were the
Spaniard Antonio Salamanca (1478-1562) and Frenchman Antonio Lafreri,
both of whom devoted a significant portion of their output to issuing
engravings of ancient Roman monuments.11 The lucrative enterprise of
publishing imagery of classical landmarks is evinced by Salamanca and
Lafreri’s decision to join forces in 1553 to produce their Speculum Romanae
Magnificentiae.12 In the most general terms, the Speculum is a collection of
prints on the subject of antique and modern art and architecture that was
available for purchase through Lafreri’s publishing shop.13 It was not until
the 1570s, when Lafreri issued a title page that this thematic assemblage of
images took formal definition. Individual prints of Roman ruins, however,
had circulated on the open market since the late 1530s, a period in which
ancient monuments garnered increasing civic attention.
Upon his tenure as pontiff in 1534, Paul III (1468-1549; r. 1534-49),
the first Roman-born pope in over a century, took a sustained interest in the
repair and maintenance of the city’s antiquities after Holy Roman Emperor
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Charles V’s troops sacked
Rome in 1527. Immediately following his election
as pope, Paul III created a
new governing body devoted to the care of surviving
ruins and appointed fellow
humanist, Latino Giovenale Manetti (1486-1553) to
the post of the first papal
commissioner of antiquity.14 Undoubtedly, the 1536
triumphal visit of Charles
V (1500-58; r. 1519-56) was
a motivating factor in this
renewed attention toward
the existing ruins, but the
antiquarian efforts that took
place in the earlier decades
of the century also contributed to the communal desire to
promote the identity of the
Fig 3: Unknown 16th-century engraver
sixteenth-century city as a
(published by Antonio Salamanca), Arch of Titus,
physical embodiment of the
ca. 1540s, engraving, 17 15/16 x 13 ¼ in (45.5 x
33.7 cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
legacy of classical Rome.15
York, Rogers Fund, transferred from the Library
Prints proved effective in
41.72(1.77). Image open access, courtesy of The
perpetuating the memory
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
of the Eternal City in connection with the early modern metropolis in the minds of contemporary
residents and foreign visitors.16 As a result, an eager collectors’ market for
engravings of Rome’s iconic ancient sites emerged during the first half of
the Cinquecento. Therefore, the examples discussed in this study focus
on images of architectural monuments and specifically those issued by
publishers who were active in Rome during the early part of the sixteenth
century, namely Salamanca and Lafreri.
Restored Ruins
Early prints that portray precedent artistic creations, whether in the form of
architecture, sculpture, painting, or drawing, are often labelled as “reproductive.”17 Consequently, art historians treat engravings of antiquities as representations that reflected a sixteenth-century reality, rather than as inventions
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that engendered a historicizing perspective of ancient Rome that operated
within the socio-political landscape of the Cinquecento city. These images
were not merely derivative in representation, but distorted the condition
of the antiquities they depict, such as by rendering them as hypothetically
restored. Commemorative structures like triumphal arches were frequently
portrayed in this manner in engravings.18 Both Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s
respective compositions of the Arch of Titus (ca. 1540s and 1548; Figs. 3-4)
present the first-century monument (Fig. 5) as wholly intact and as an isolated architectural unit, contradicting the actual appearance of the landmark at
the mid-sixteenth century.19 Confirmed by coeval images, such as the print
(1569; Fig. 6) designed by Giovanni Antonio Dosio (1533-1610) and engraved
by Giovanni Battista de’ Cavalieri (ca. 1525-1601), the triumphal arch was
still attached to its medieval fortified wall built by the Frangipani family.
When the monument was altered during the Middle Ages, sections of its attic story were destroyed in the process, including the ornamental relief panels that originally flanked the
dedicatory plaque.20 Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s engravings
notably make no reference
to that context and instead
remove the landmark entirely from its surroundings.
Because these images do not
show the structure connected
to its larger fortification, their
authors avoided showcasing the damage it suffered
because of its repurposing.
Rather than depict the Arch
of Titus as it appeared on the
Via Sacra during the Cinquecento, these prints presented
an imaginative reconstruction
of the monument for contemporary viewers, offering
a possible glimpse into how
it may have looked centuries
before its major alteration.
Fig 4: Unknown 16th-century engraver
Even in figuratively
(published by Antonio Lafreri), Arch of Titus,
restoring
the Arch of Titus,
1548, engraving, 19 5/6 x 13 ¾ in (49.0 x 35.0
Salamanca’s
and Lafreri’s
cm). University of Chicago Library, Chicago A13.
engravings
did
not aim to
Image courtesy of Special Collections Research
Center, University of Chicago Library.
convey historical accuracy;
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the deliberate visual manipulations
transformed the ruin into a rhetorical
statement about the stature of early
modern Rome respective to its classical
predecessor. In 1527, Andrea Fulvio
(ca. 1470-1527), a well-known antiquarian in early sixteenth-century Rome,
published his Antiquitates Urbis Romae
(1527), a guide to the city’s ancient
monuments.21 Fulvio’s text makes specific mention of the bronze quadriga
with a statue of the emperor in triumph
that originally surmounted the arch’s
attic story.22 If the goal of the Arch of
Titus prints was to faithfully depict the
monument in its first-century state,
then the four-horse chariot led by the
emperor should be present. Although it
Fig 5: Arch of Titus, 81. Roman Forum,
Rome. Photograph by author.
is possible that neither the print publishers nor the engravers were aware
of the lost quadriga, they worked in an intellectual milieu in which they had
access to resources like humanist scholars, who could have advised them on
the arch’s original iconography. Moreover, it is likely that these images were
intended to appeal to erudite collectors who had knowledge of, or at least
a vested interest in, learning more about the urban topography of ancient
Rome. It is therefore significant that there is a noticeable gap between the
top of the structure and the upper edge of the sheet in both prints. This
void, which is described by a few clouds, draws attention to the fact that no
sculpture sits above the dedicatory plaque. By jettisoning references to the
arch’s medieval repurposing and the authority of pagan Rome through the
elimination of the crowning quadriga, this hypothetically restored structure
suggests that the legacy of the prosperous and powerful ancient empire took
new form as Cinquecento papal Rome.
Early modern Roman civic ideology promoted a genealogical connection between pagan and Christian Rome that saw the latter as the heir
to the glories of its illustrious past. In Renaissance Humanism in Papal Rome
(1983), John F. D’Amico describes the belief among Roman humanists at the
time, which cast the curia at the center of their classically-inspired culture.23
This relationship between the papal bureaucracy and the emerging humanist culture is discussed in Lapo da Castiglionchio’s Dialogus super excellentia
et dignitate Curiae Romanae (1438).24 As D’Amico explained, Lapo (1405-38)
characterized the Roman Curia as the “focal point of a Christian monarchy
that enjoys, indeed surpasses, the glories of ancient Athens and Rome.”25 By
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Fig 6: Giovanni Battista de’ Cavalieri (designed by Giovanni Antonio Dosio), Urbis
Romae aedificiorum: Arch of Titus, 1569, engraving, 8 7/8 x 6 5/8 in (22.5 x 16.8 cm). British
Museum, London 1950,0211.71. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BYNC-SA 4.0) license.
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the early Quattrocento, Italian humanists conceived of Christian Rome as
having achieved greater fame and success than the former pagan republic
and empire. Cinquecento prints of ancient Roman landmarks, such as the
Arch of Titus worked to further legitimize this ideal, inciting local aspirations
to perceive the early modern city as having built upon its classical forefather
in political and religious authority. This tradition of utilizing prints of ancient
architecture as a platform for promulgating Roman Christian ideals continued in the following century. In Baroque Antiquity: Archaeological Imagination
in Early Modern Europe (2017), Victor Plahte Tschudi shows how graphic
“reconstructions” of Roman ruins by Seicento printmakers Giacomo Lauro
(ca. 1550-1605) and Athanasius Kircher (1602-80) functioned as “architectural
concetti” that responded to the “moral, political, and religious issues in the
seventeenth century.”26 While Tschudi attributes the intentional incorporation of visual inaccuracies to printmakers’ and publishers’ attempts to avoid
breaking copyright restrictions since their compositions were based on precedent designs, their imaginative architectural reconstructions nonetheless
shaped how viewers understood and remembered ancient Rome as a historical period and institution.27 In a similar fashion, engravings of analogous subjects from the previous century like those by Salamanca and Lafreri fostered a
visual narrative of papal Rome as the cultural rival to the classical empire.
In addition to manipulating the condition and visual elements of
the Arch of Titus, Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s representations further alter the
monument’s genuine Cinquecento appearance by situating the structure
upon a gridded pavement in an abstract space. Although different in overall format—Salamanca’s print features a checkered ground, and Lafreri’s
engraving shows a smaller area of intersecting orthogonals in between the
archway—the squared pavements in these works achieve the same effect:
they convey illusionistic depth. Sylvie Deswarte-Rosa argues that the publishers used this mode of representation, which derives from contemporary
painting and scenographic traditions, to make their images appeal to broad
audiences like artists, humanists, and travelers to Rome.28 Without the
inclusion of a gridded pavement, the architecture would certainly look flat
because there are no receding lines to draw the observer’s eye back into the
distance. This approach to rendering perspective also highlights the engravings’ nature as contrived visual translations of large, three-dimensional
structures on a smaller, two-dimensional support, which manipulate the
authentic character of the triumphal arch.
The motif of a perspectival grid and the depiction of an isolated
monument also recalls the practice of Renaissance architectural surveying.29
During the pontificate of Leo X (1475-1521; r. 1513-21), Raphael (1483-1520)
headed an ambitious project to realize a graphic record of the extant ruins in
the city.30 Writing to Leo X in the late 1510s, Raphael and Baldassare Castiglione (1478-1529) spoke of the imperative to conduct a systematic survey
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of Rome’s antique remains with the ultimate goal of providing direction on
how to reconstruct the crumbling structures.31 By the mid-Cinquecento, several campaigns had been proposed or were already in progress.32 Moreover,
in their letter to the pope, Raphael and Castiglione outlined a number of
guidelines for producing correct architectural drawings of these sites. They
urged artists to document the edifices using orthogonal plans rather than
render them in perspective to ensure an accurate record of their measurements.33 The portrayal of the triumphal arch in a restored state using a common compositional method for architectural surveying, the orthogonal plan,
gives the Arch of Titus engravings an air of pseudo-archaeological study.34
Yet, the images simultaneously conform to, and depart from, the rules put
forth by Raphael and Castiglione. While the compositions feature a pavement of intersecting orthogonal lines, this trope is not superimposed over
the monument to provide a system of measurement for its various parts but
depicted in perspective to suggest illusionistic depth, once again highlighting their existence as imagined pictorial representations.
In visually reconstructing some of ancient Rome’s architectural
marvels onto a perspectival orthogonal plan, these compositions alluded to
plans for refurbishing the city’s ruins during the Cinquecento. Additionally,
the choice to detach the triumphal arches from their surrounding landscape
in print hint at the measures taken to improve the processional route in and
around the Roman Forum in preparation for Charles V’s triumphal entry
into Rome in 1536. A papal mandate from January of that year indicates that
the area around the Arch of Titus was to be leveled and enlarged in order
to make a clear pathway to approach the arch.35 By separating the landmark from its natural terrain, Paul III and Manetti sought to create a kind
of protective buffer to prevent further surface and structural damage to the
arch caused by the undergrowth in its immediate environment.36 Although
some of these preservation efforts were never ultimately realized or did not
achieve their desired outcomes, all’antica engravings that isolate monuments
upon a perspectival grid nonetheless convey civic aspirations to revitalize
Rome in the sixteenth century, especially after the 1527 Sack, by way of caring for the surviving ruins.
Not only did Cinquecento collectors encounter “repaired” monuments in all’antica engravings, but they were also presented with pieces of
spolia that were restored to their historical status as antiquities through the
extraction from their contextual environments in print. An image that exemplifies this tradition is Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of Peace (1550; Fig.
2), which, as described above, served as the entrance to a Christian church
(Fig. 1) when it was converted at the request of Pope Felix IV (d. 530; r. 52630).37 During the early modern period this portal was believed to belong to
the temple honoring Rome’s illustrious founders, but scholars now identify
it as the original entryway to the library of the Temple of Peace constructed
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under Emperor Vespasian (9-79; r. 69-79), which Constantine (272-337; r.
306-37) redesignated as an audience hall for the praefectus Urbi in the early
fourth century.38 As its sole subject, this image features the set of ancient
bronze doors and the surrounding marble entablature supported by porphyry columns that once opened up onto the temple’s rotunda. The monumental scale of the doorway makes an undiscerning viewer forget that it
does not exist as a single entity but is in fact part of a larger structure. By
isolating the entryway as a singular architectural unit on a blank field, the
print removes the first-century portal from its subsequent Christian environment, thereby disconnecting it from its Cinquecento context. As a result,
sixteenth-century viewers who recognized the doorway as that belonging to
the Basilica of Cosmas and Damian either through the image, text, or both,
were reminded of its past identity as something entirely different than what
they experienced in their everyday reality. This engraving prompted them
to contemplate how the Christian city that they inhabited evolved from its
pagan past.
The classical origins of the portal become indelible in the minds of
sixteenth-century observers when they considered the structure’s physical
placement in real time and space. When examining this image, the early
modern spectator occupied a position in front of the doors. Cinquecento
viewers certainly recognized that their role in the composition located them
within the Roman Forum, among other ancient ruins. Moreover, the representation of the doors as partially open emphasizes the action of looking
from one fixed position in space to another, that is, from the Forum through
the doorway of the ancient building. The observer becomes figuratively
transplanted along the Via Sacra to “witness” the sight presented in this engraving. By imagining themselves standing before this doorway in classical
Rome, early modern viewers encountered a hypothetical situation that could
easily fluctuate between fiction and reality.
Although Lafreri’s print highlights the portal’s antique status, it does
not eschew all allusions to its repurposing in the Cinquecento. The choice
to represent the bronze doors ajar rather than closed conveys a sense of
continual usage. In this engraving, the doorway is not offered as an object
to be esteemed solely for its historicity, but one that found renewed value
in later centuries. As such, Lafreri’s engraving visually manifests the concept of translatio imperii, a historiographical idea stemming from the Middle
Ages that understood that the political stability of the Roman Empire was
reinstated through the institution of the papacy.39 This notion must have
resonated with contemporary audiences because they recognized how the
fabric of ancient Rome served as the literal building blocks for the prosperous papal capital, transforming the city into a veritable artistic palimpsest. In
order to construct new churches in Cinquecento Rome, marble from ancient
structures was burned to produce lime, which was used as mortar for future
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building projects.40 Indeed, the tradition of repurposing pagan architecture
is epitomized by Lafreri’s print because the audience hall of the Temple of
Peace was the first public monument converted into an ecclesiastical site in
early Christian Rome.41 Therefore, this engraving communicated the belief
that the classical city was the precursor to Christian Rome, mirroring the understanding of how the events in the Old Testament foreshadowed the coming of Christ.42 As Tschudi argues in Baroque Antiquity, Seicento engravings
of ancient ruins were allegorical representations that signified the historical
triumph of Catholic Rome. Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of Peace functioned
in a comparable manner, visualizing the providential metamorphosis of pagan Rome into the illustrious papal capital.43 Through this image, Cinquecento viewers engaged in a powerful act of remembering antiquity in the
formation of early modern Rome.
Instead of serving as genuine representations of ancient monuments
in their assumed original states, these images offered potent visual metaphors capable of solidifying popular beliefs about the enduring stability
of papal Rome. This idea is echoed in Jessica Maier’s book, Rome Measured
and Imagined (2015) in which she posits that early modern images of Rome,
whether they are maps or of individual monuments, “were platforms for
declaring ideas and ideals about the state of the city.”44 It is clear that these
inventions were not aimed exclusively at attracting the curiosity of foreign consumers, but were intended to foster the specific conception of the
Cinquecento city as a locus whose religious and political supremacy was
as pure and indestructible as how the triumphal arches appear in print. By
generating sentiments of civic pride, these images held particular resonance
for local viewers. All’antica engravings of Roman architecture, like those of
the Arch of Titus and the doorway to the original Temple of Peace, reveal
the cultural desire to promulgate a communal identity and memory of papal
Rome as not only a direct inheritor of the fame and grandeur of the Eternal
City, but as an ultimately superior incarnation of Rome.
Prints and the Power of Preservation
As the example of the Doorway of the Temple of Peace demonstrates, sometimes it was desirable to isolate a ruin from its sixteenth-century context
in print, eliminating any allusion to its subsequent repurposing. In other
instances, some images were appreciated for their ability to preserve the
representation of ancient monuments in states of decay and to elicit sentiments of nostalgia through evocative narrative elements. Salamanca and
Lafreri each published an engraving of the existing architectural fragment
of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux (1540
and 1550; Figs. 7-8), which still stands today in the Roman Forum (Fig. 9).45
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Fig 7: Unknown 16th-century engraver
(published by Antonio Salamanca), Three
Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor
and Pollux, 1540, engraving, 11 5/8 x 8
7/16 in (29.5 x 21.5 cm). The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund,
transferred from the Library 41.72(1.36).
Image open access, courtesy of The
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Fig 8: Unknown 16th-century engraver
(published by Antonio Lafreri), Three
Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor
and Pollux, 1550, engraving, 11 9/16 x 8
5/16 in (29.3 x 21.1 cm). British Museum,
London 1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the
British Museum. Shared under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NCSA 4.0) license.

Both prints retain the same compositional formula: the ruin is placed in the
immediate foreground and is surrounded by landscape. Lining the horizon
in the distance are other partial classical structures and intact modern edifices, such as churches and houses. In each image, the emphasis is on the
deteriorating remains of the pagan temple.
In Salamanca’s Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and
Pollux (Fig. 7), the surviving entablature is fractured and foliage grows along
the cracks in the stone. The sense of weathering is likewise suggested by the
broken stone blocks piled near the temple base. While much of the structure’s surface is marked by damage, the fluted column shafts and capitals
appear prominently intact. Even though Salamanca’s print shows only a
fragment of the original building, it is significant that no losses occur on the
features that are structurally integral to the remaining architectural piece; in
other words, the three columns that support the last remaining section.
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Fig 9: Temple of Castor and Pollux, 495 BCE. Roman Forum, Rome.
Photograph by author.
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Salamanca’s engraving simultaneously emphasizes sentiments of deterioration and regeneration. The print captures the antique monument at a
fixed moment in time when its surrounding environment was undergoing
formidable changes. Notably, the three classical columns of the fragmentary
structure frame the urban development of Roma nuova in the background,
forcing the viewer to juxtapose the ancient ruin with the new construction of
the city. This idea of rejuvenation is further alluded to by the plant-life that
emerges from and around the ruin.46 Just as the site upon which the temple
fragment stands enables the regrowth of the natural world, the remains of
classical Rome encouraged the renewal of the prosperity of antiquity in the
sixteenth-century city. Salamanca’s image evoked both the permanence and
the centrality of this past civilization in the print as well as in the consciousness of early modern viewers regardless of the future modernization and
material degradation that occurred at and around the site.
Analogous to Salamanca’s earlier composition, Lafreri’s Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux (Fig. 8) highlights the
ruin’s deterioration, but it does so through both the image and the accompanying text. Each of the three Corinthian columns are characterized by
noticeable cracks. The fluted shafts are far from the pristine forms found in
Salamanca’s print. Horizontal fissures exist along the surface of each shaft,
and other areas of damage are represented by interruptions to the fluting
that appear as patches of diagonal hatching (Fig. 10). Additionally, the
broken edges of the entablature are marked by tiny dashes against a white
field (Fig. 11). Akin to Salamanca’s engraving, blades of grass grow from the
dilapidated sections, but no natural life flourishes along the cracked base of
the ruin. The weathered condition of the temple in Lafreri’s print provides
pictorial testimony to the way in which the monument is described in the
Latin inscription at the bottom, which refers to the columns as “fissured and
fractured […].”47 The descriptive text is followed by the publisher’s address
and the date of publication, which may have led viewers to interpret the
image as Lafreri’s visual record of the monument in the year 1550.
Lafreri’s engraving preserves the identity of the Temple of Castor
and Pollux as a tangible trace of a past society and one that is visibly distinct
in chronology and spatial geography from early modern Rome. The crumbling structure along with other recognizable ruins in the middle ground—
the Temple of Saturn, Temple of Vespasian and Titus, Column of Phocas, and
Arch of Septimius Severus—are set against a backdrop of newer, intact architecture. This sense of the progressing nature of time is also suggested by
the three figures, dressed in sixteenth-century garb, who gesture and marvel
at the fragment of ancient history towering before them. Each onlooker’s
raised arm and hand only serve to draw attention to the decaying building
as their limbs guide the observer’s eye toward the damage along the column
shafts. Early modern viewers likely perceived a dual message in this print.
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Fig 10: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), detail of
Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux. British Museum, London
1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

Fig 11: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), detail of
Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux. British Museum, London
1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

While the admiring spectators in the scene may have incited wonderment at
the remarkable existence of this historic treasure in contemporary audiences, the image could nonetheless be read as a visual allegory on the hubris of
humanity. The topos of the Eternal City, which was widely used in the early
modern era, implies that the idea and legacy of ancient Rome would endure
forever.48 Yet, Lafreri’s engraving seems to express the fragility of human
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construction and civilization, which in due time, runs the risk of collapsing.
Just as Rome was invaded centuries before, the Cinquecento city recently
experienced its own calamity with the 1527 Sack. This work likely served
as a reminder of the potential for such civic disaster. Moreover, it certainly
contributed to the growing cultural concern with documenting and protecting the decaying ruins during the first half of the sixteenth century in an
ideological effort to sustain the symbolic connection between Roma antica
and Roma nuova.49
Like the representations of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux, Lafreri’s engraving of the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella
(1549; Fig. 12) demonstrates the power of print to promote civic propaganda
as well as sustain the memory of a ruin before it perished further. During the
first century BCE, a grandiose mausoleum (Fig. 13) was erected in honor of
Cecilia Metella, the daughter of Quintus Caecilius Metellus, a Roman consul elected in 69 BCE.50 Today, the building is located just outside the urban
center of Rome at the three-mile marker on the Via Appia.51 As was the fate
of many ancient monuments, its function changed when Pope Boniface VIII
(ca. 1230-1303; r. 1294-1303) donated the famous sepulcher to his nephew,
Pietro Caetani, who repurposed the site as a military fortification known as
the Castrum Caetani.52 In the background at the very right of the composition one sees evidence of this later addition.53 While the engraving makes the
brick fortress appear smaller than the burial chamber and further in the distance, in actuality, it is approximately double the length and nearly matches
the height of the immediately adjacent mausoleum (Fig. 13). By diminishing
the presence of the medieval structure in the print, early modern viewers
were left to focus on the imposing ancient ruin. Since its transformation
into the Castrum Caetani, the antique sepulcher underwent a metamorphosis through which it became a piece of spolia. By representing the Tomb of
Cecilia Metella with its later addition, this image acknowledges, and even
declares, the monument’s identity as a recycled architectural remain.
During the pontificate of Paul III, the Tomb of Cecilia Metella gained
particular attention. The pope ordered for the site to be excavated at which
time a grand sarcophagus was discovered nearby. Due to its proximity to
the mausoleum, this sarcophagus was believed to be that of Cecilia Metella
herself, and thus, Paul III transferred it to his residence at Palazzo Farnese.
However, scholars now agree that the identification of the “sarcophagus
of Cecilia Metella” is erroneous and date the object on stylistic grounds to
the late second century, about two centuries after the tomb was erected.54
Nevertheless, the pontiff’s fascination with the ruin and its presumed original contents likely spurred a broad cultural appeal for the monument and
subsequent pictorial representations of it. Lafreri’s print surely attracted a
growing body of collectors, eager to learn more about the mausoleum that
garnered interest from the upper echelons of Roman society, and, as a re-
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Fig 12: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Mausoleum
of Cecilia Metella, 1549, engraving, 15 ¾ x 12 3/16 in (40.0 x 31.0 cm). British Museum,
London 1947,0319.26.107. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BYNC-SA 4.0) license.

Fig 13: Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella and Castrum Caetani, 1st century BCE and 14th
century. Via Appia, Rome. Photograph by author.
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sult, this image elicited a connection between the ancient republic and Paul
III’s Rome.
In his antiquarian guidebook, Fulvio informs readers that the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella is just one of many funerary monuments to exist
in partial decay along the Via Appia. He commented that these structures
were subject to progressive weathering and deliberate damage and subsequently stripped of their sculptural embellishments.55 Lafreri’s print
testifies to the tomb’s ruinous Cinquecento state. Much of its square base
was already deteriorated, revealing a concrete wall underneath the exterior
layer of smooth travertine blocks.56 While the upper portion of the structure
is still relatively intact, the crumbling foundation nevertheless implies the
monument’s inevitable decay. Therefore, this engraving played a pivotal
role in perpetuating a visual impression of the ruinous mausoleum at the
time it was produced.
For a Cinquecento viewer, this image must have conjured up feelings of psychological immediacy. The uneven hillside on which the tomb
stands along with the two bulls on the right characterize the rural environment that still defines the site today. Yet, at the same time, there are visual
details that elicit nostalgia for the classical past. The shepherd in the foreground, identified as such by his rustic garb and walking stick, is transplanted from ancient to sixteenth-century Rome. He looks up and gestures at the
mausoleum as if in astonishment of how it has changed since its construction. Literary theorist Svetlana Boym described nostalgia as the desire “to
turn history into private or collective mythology, to revisit time like space,
refusing to surrender to the irreversibility of time that plagues the human
condition.”57 Nostalgia represents a vision of history that accepts a temporal
melding between two distinct moments.58 This longing to perceive time as
collapsed within a single frame is visualized in Lafreri’s print: the weathered
monument, shown according to its Cinquecento condition, is the same site
occupied by a figure from the ancient past. Indeed, this engraving evokes
the collective belief that the early modern city was not a mere extension, but
the legacy of the glorious Roman Republic and Empire. By highlighting the
monument’s existence as an ancient tomb, which is intended to immortalize
the spirit of the individual to whom it is dedicated, this engraving similarly
represents a desire to eternalize antiquity as an integral facet of the cultural
fabric and identity of sixteenth-century Rome.
While the engravings discussed thus far are of ancient buildings that
have survived to the present day, some images in this genre portray architectural works that only endure today as printed impressions. One notable
example is Lafreri’s Septizodium (1546; Fig. 14), which retains the visual
memory of a now-destroyed ruin once located at the foot of the Palatine Hill.
The Latin inscription at the bottom of the composition identifies this fragmentary structure as the tomb of Lucius Septimius Severus (145-211 CE; r.
193-211 CE); however, it originally was a grandiose fountain façade of super-
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Fig 14: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Septizodium,
1546, engraving, 19 x 13 1/16 in (48.2 x 33.1 cm). British Museum, London 1920,0420.52.
© The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

imposed colonnades that marked the terminus of the Via Appia and served
as a powerful statement of Severan authority.59 Lafreri’s print represents
what remained of the Septizodium during the mid-Cinquecento.60 It stood as
a fragmentary, three-story edifice that progressively diminished in scale with
each level. Each story was supported by Corinthian columns that ran along
three sides.61
Rather than provide a strict documentary record of the monument,
the engraver included fanciful elements that romanticize the landmark’s
identity as a trace of ancient history. In the foreground at either side of the
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towering edifice is a group of figures. Dressed in flowing robes or shown
partially or entirely nude, these men and women represent figures from the
ancient empire, transported to Rome of the mid-sixteenth century. Furthermore, the weathered condition of the monument is signified by the addition
of broken columns at the left along with the detached capital resting haphazardly upon the ground along the bottom edge. Populating the horizon line
in the distance are other ruins, such as a soaring column, a section of what
looks to be an ancient basilica, an aqueduct, and an amphitheater reminiscent of the Colosseum. All of these landscape and narrative details were
not necessary to include if the print was intended to record the historical
appearance of the structure around 1550. Instead, this engraving offers an
idyllic depiction of the ruin, capable of provoking feelings of nostalgia in sixteenth-century audiences, which, according to Boym, led to a psychological
“mourning of displacement and temporal irreversibility.”62 This representation likely elicited an emotional response in viewers about the potential loss
of history and, more specifically, that of the ancient Roman Empire as manifested through the decaying Septizodium.
While Lafreri and the engraver with whom he collaborated may have
never anticipated the destruction of the Septizodium in 1588, not long after
the publication of the print, the portrayal of the building in a dilapidated
state nonetheless suggests its physical impermanence.63 At various spots
along the structure’s three stories, visible cracks and holes appear on the
stone blocks. To further indicate the monument’s crumbling state, patches
of foliage grow out of those fissures. Not only does the image itself speak to
the deterioration the edifice suffered, but the inscription emphasizes this fact
by acknowledging that it was subjected to damage and negligence during
previous centuries.64 As the final line of the inscription makes clear, Lafreri’s
image seeks to preserve the memory, albeit an embellished recollection with
fanciful details like broken columns and nude figures, of the Septizodium
for the sake of posterity.65
In invoking the cyclical movement of time, Lafreri’s print implicates
the ancient building in the natural course of life, death, and regeneration.
Early modern viewers likely perceived a symbolic association between
the weathered monument and a dead body, whose corpse decomposes in
the ground in due time. In their letter to Pope Leo X, Raphael and Castiglione likened the fragmentary ruins of ancient Rome to “the bones of the
body without the flesh.”66 Lafreri’s print appears to visualize such a conceit
through the figures seated on the broken column. Their nude forms touching
the stone surface allude to the process of bodily deterioration, from which
the flesh rots to leave only bones. In this context, the column pieces scattered across the landscape may have elicited the image of Adam’s bones on
Golgotha in scenes of the Crucifixion. Moreover, the presence of classicizing
figures likely cued observers to interpret this engraving through a meta-
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phorical lens, triggering meditation on the evocative parallel between the
sacrifice of Christ that led to the salvation and renewal of humanity and that
of the collapse of the Roman Empire from which would evolve papal Rome.
As viewers remembered antiquity through works like the Septizodium print,
they were not simply recalling the history of this long-lost era, but venerating the “universal homeland for all Christians […]”67 Such an image inspired
reverence for Rome’s pagan past for without which there would have been
no sixteenth-century papal capital.
The engravings of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux, Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella, and Septizodium classify a different genre of all’antica imagery than that of the Arch of Titus and Doorway of
the Temple of Peace. These prints preserve the contemporary sixteenth-century
memory of various ancient ruins and conjure up sentiments dealing with
the passage of time as they force viewers to look past the material remains
of Roma antica to witness the revitalization that takes place in Roma nuova.
While quite different in compositional format than the images of restored
ruins, this other category of prints nevertheless fostered an analogous message: classical Rome was the foundation from which the Cinquecento city
grew in authority and magnificence to ultimately surpass its pagan predecessor. In this way, these engravings worked to retain the symbolic potency
of the ancient monuments in the city, but readapted their ideological meanings to correspond with the socio-political ideals of papal Rome.
Rome Reborn
In the sixteenth century, images were recognized for their ability to construct
and codify a vision of history. Treatises on memory and the production and
uses of art, such as Giulio Camillo’s L’idea del theatro (1550) and Gabriele Paleotti’s Discorso intorno alle immagini sacre e profane (1582), discuss the potency
of visual representations on a viewer’s intellect and memory.68 For instance,
Camillo theorized that all the ideas about the world could be effectively
learned and later recalled if given pictorial form.69 Images were deemed so
powerful that in the years following the Council of Trent, Cardinal Paleotti
(1522-97) wrote a guide, his Discorso, instructing artists and patrons on the
proper kinds and uses of images in order to warn against the acts of heresy
and false knowledge that he believed artwork could incite in viewers and
instill in their memories. Thus, in early modern Italy, discourse surrounding
epistemology and memory-making was intrinsically linked to the theory
and practice of image production.
In keeping with sixteenth-century notions about the structure and
workings of human memory, printed architectural proxies functioned as
sites upon which representations of classical landmarks were impressed
onto sheets of paper in an analogous conceptual process to how the visual,
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cultural, and symbolic identity of ancient Rome was imprinted onto viewers’ minds by way of engaging with these compositions. Engraved designs
of antique ruins are embedded in a paper surface in a related manner to how
their three-dimensional counterparts occupy a tangible space.70 As I have
argued, engravings of ancient monuments functioned rhetorically, giving
abstract ideas about the ideology of Cinquecento Rome and its genealogical
ties with the classical past concrete, visual form. Early sixteenth-century
prints of antiquities were designed to achieve a common goal, that of declaring Rome “reborn,” both in terms of the physical landscape through
urbanization projects aimed at renovating the ruins in the city as well as in
the collective memory of inhabitants. The early modern Christian metropolis
was no longer perceived as an entity that was inferior to the glories of the
pagan past, but one that rivaled its own stature from millennia ago. Long
gone was the Rome that Petrarch (1304-74) once emphatically described as a
crumbling city, for in print, the sixteenth-century city had reclaimed its title
as caput mundi.71
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Notes
This article derives from a chapter of my doctoral dissertation, “Imprinting Antiquity: Reinventing the Past through Sixteenth-Century Prints.” I
am indebted to Drs. Erin Benay, Catherine Scallen, Emily Peters, and Peter
Knox for their insightful and constructive remarks on the content of this
article. I am also grateful to the blind readers as well as the editors of the
Rutgers Art Review for their thoughtful feedback and assistance with publishing this essay.
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A Phenomenology of Display: Monet's L'Orangerie, the Panorama
Rotunda, and the History of Proto-Installation Art
by Anthony Portulese

Just beside Place de la Concorde, nestled within the trees of the Tuileries
Gardens, the Water Lilies cycle of the Musée de l’Orangerie stands out as the
magnum opus of Claude Monet’s (1840–1926) final thematic series. Since its
inauguration on May 17, 1927, the Parisian gallery has housed two elliptical
rooms specifically built to display a collection of the artist’s monumental
murals on its curving white walls.1 Glued directly and permanently to these
walls through the adhesive technique of marouflage, each of these eight canvases depicts the water garden of Monet’s bucolic estate at Giverny under
shifting conditions of light and atmosphere.2
While painted at his Giverny studio without an official expositional
venue in mind, Monet produced these massive images with an overt awareness of the all-surrounding configuration in which he wanted them presented to the public. The murals’ colossal dimensions, however, rendered them
difficult to accommodate within the confines of a traditional museum or
gallery setting.3 Paul Léon, director of the Administration des Beaux-Arts
at the time of the L’Orangerie project, wrote in his memoir: “The work was
of a difficult presentation. It required an oval room of specific dimensions,
to place the panels side by side in the order that [Monet] conceived. The
container would have to be built for the contained.”4 After failing to secure
the ample land behind the Hôtel Biron (presently the grounds of the Rodin
Museum), Monet commissioned Louvre architect Camille Lefèvre and the
pair turned their eyes to the large albeit narrow space within the Orangerie
des Tuileries.5
Per the collaborative design conceived by Monet and Lefèvre, visitors first enter a vestibule of soft white walls, bare and smooth, with daylight pouring down from a paned oculus in the ceiling. They then pass into
the first room of the Water Lilies gallery, measuring roughly sixty-eight feet
in length (from east to west) and about forty-one feet in width (from north
to south), and immediately encounter four murals, all two meters in height
and aligned at the same distance from the floor (Figs. 1-2).6 In these compressed, horizonless images, painted clusters of lily pads caress the pondwater’s rippling surface as iridescent lily blossoms bespeckle the waterscape.
While both rooms share the same width between the north and south gallery walls, the second room is significantly longer than the first, measuring
about seventy-six feet along its central axis.7 In three of the second room’s
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Fig. 1. Claude Monet and Camille Lefèvre, Nymphéas [Water Lilies] Gallery, first room,
facing east wall, c. 1914-26, mixed media, 40 7/10 x 67 4/5 in. (12.40 x 20.65 m), Musée de
l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 2. Claude Monet and Camille Lefèvre, Nymphéas [Water Lilies] Gallery, first room,
facing west wall, c. 1914-26, mixed media, 40 7/10 x 67 4/5 in. (12.40 x 20.65 m), Musée de
l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.
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four murals, the trunks of willow trees are represented as robust yet twisting
vertical columns (Figs. 3-4). Their trunks and branches stretch past the ends
of the canvases, as fronds drape downward at varying lengths from the
unpainted branches, appearing to billow in a gentle breeze. Unlike smaller
paintings of the Water Lilies series produced in previous decades, the sheer
magnitude, size, and scale of these murals enabled Monet to explore the
lateral scope of his Giverny pond, offering his viewership a larger breadth
of cloud and sky reflected in the crystalline water.8 This macroscopic viewpoint of Monet’s aquatic garden results in a sense of complete immersion
for the viewer, wherein the immaterial, perceptual realm of the mind meets
the material, physical realm of painting and architecture as bolstered by the
space of the gallery.
Rather than dwell in aesthetic or biographical analyses of the paintings themselves, as several historians have before, I propose a previously
uninvestigated outlook on this unique artistic site. In the pages that follow,
I argue Monet’s Water Lilies gallery at the L’Orangerie serves as a case study

Fig. 3. Claude Monet and Camille Lefèvre, Nymphéas [Water Lilies] Gallery, second room,
facing east wall, c. 1914-26, mixed media, 40 7/10 x 76 2/5 in. (12.40 x 23.30 m), Musée de
l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 4. Claude Monet and Camille Lefèvre, Nymphéas [Water Lilies] Gallery, second room,
facing west wall, c. 1914-26, mixed media, 40 7/10 x 76 2/5 in. (12.40 x 23.30 m), Musée
de l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Hervé Lewandowski. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art
Resource, NY.
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of proto-installation art through what we may call the gallery’s “phenomenology of display.” While most studies of installation art focus on its many
varied manifestations in the mid-to-late twentieth century, fin-de-siècle and
early twentieth-century modernists, such as Nabis members Édouard Vuillard and Maurice Denis, produced works that foregrounded questions of
display, site-specificity, and viewer experience, all of which can be considered constituent components of proto-installation art.9 The ellipse-shaped
rooms of the L’Orangerie gallery, specifically designed to house Monet’s
Water Lilies, should be understood in this context.10 Their phenomenology
of display enables the murals and the tailored architectural space within
which they cohabit to operate in unison to evoke an immersive, visuomotor
experience for the visitor.11 The Water Lilies gallery can be thus envisaged as
proto-installation art because its custom display practice deploys immersive
stratagems that amalgamate the material environment of the physical gallery space and the perceptual field of the visitor’s sensorium.
In the first section of this article, I historically situate the L’Orangerie
gallery in relation to the proto-installation artforms of the panorama rotundas of the nineteenth century, with a particular emphasis on the bodily experience as paramount to the meaning of these symbioses of art and architecture. Based on Nabis proto-installation praxis, the second section provides a
focused account of the L’Orangerie gallery and its emphasis on experience
through the paintings’ proximal relations to one another and the merger of
the murals through their tailored display. This section will draw on the similarities between the immersive strategies of the panorama rotunda and those
employed by Monet and Lefèvre for their own panoramic project at the
L’Orangerie. The third and final section delves into an aesthetic critique of
the Water Lilies murals’ formalist qualities—their textures, composition, and
edges—and how these elements were carefully crafted by Monet in dialogue
with and response to illusionistic conventions of earlier panorama painting.
But firstly, how did visitors to the Water Lilies gallery, from its earliest
reviewers to later scholars, respond to the gallery’s strategy of display? Answers emerge within the literature released around the time the L’Orangerie
opened its doors to the Parisian public. One account penned by historian
Louis Gillet describes the L’Orangerie Water Lilies installation in his book
Trois variations sur Claude Monet [Three Perspectives on Claude Monet]. Published in June 1927, just a month after the gallery’s unveiling12, Gillet writes:
Two large ovular rooms, running in the direction of the Seine, two
lakes, two rings ingeniously chained to each other, precede a vestibule, ovular as well, but smaller and of different orientation; nothing
but curves, ellipses which the floor pavement repeats in a muted
manner; bare surfaces, almost without moldings, made only to support the aquatic décor [...]: all this has an air of liquid movement,
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elongated fluidity that miraculously lends itself to this slow belt, to
this zone of floating, flowing reveries.13
Gillet’s description emphasizes these paintings as an experience of “liquid
movement” and “floating, flowing reveries” in the distinct space they occupy, rather than as motionless art objects hung on a wall solely for visual consumption. Over fifty years after his testimony, art theorist Rosalind Krauss
discusses the creative efforts nineteenth-century artists began to invest into
the spaces of exhibition for their artworks. In an article published in 1982,
she offers her take on the “exhibitionality” of Monet’s “late waterlilies,” a
classification under which the L’Orangerie murals fall:
The synonymy of landscape and wall […] is thus an advanced moment in a series of operations in which aesthetic discourse resolves
itself around a representation of the very space that grounds it institutionally. Needless to say, this constitution of the work of art as a
representation of its own space of exhibition is, in fact, what we know
as the history of modernism.14
This “synonymy” between the L’Orangerie Water Lilies and their exhibition
space builds upon Clement Greenberg’s argument that the history of modern art chronicles the transition away from realist illusions of depth toward
an overt addressment of pictorial flatness, where painting increasingly
intimates its own two-dimensionality through gestural applications of form
and color.15 Greenberg applies this assertion to Monet’s Water Lilies series in
his 1956 essay “The Later Monet,” in which he explicates “atmosphere gave
much in terms of color but took away even more in terms of three-dimensional form. […] The broken, prismatic color tended to make the balance
between the illusion [of] depth and the design on the surface precarious.”16
Greenberg’s advocacy for the Water Lilies as a forerunner to the anti-figurative aesthetic of Abstract Expressionism has long dominated discourse devoted to Monet’s later waterscapes, while little to no scholarly attention has
been afforded to its methods of display as critical to their study. The L’Orangerie murals were not regarded as separate, individual paintings plastered upon walls. As Gillet’s testimonial suggests, they were perceived as a
singular, unified arrangement, each brought together through a structural
fusion of canvas and winding wall. Essentially, Krauss’ abovementioned
claim neglects to appreciate that this multimedia artistic site emblematizes
an artist-architect collaboration that existed long before the days of modernity and expands well beyond the historiographical bounds of modernism.
So how was the relationship between the Water Lilies cycle and its
specific display conceptualized at the time of the gallery’s opening? Would
visitors have thought it a novel multimedia phenomenon? Or would they
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have perceived it, either consciously or subconsciously, as part of a larger heritage of crafting an immersive experience through the union of art
and architecture? The L’Orangerie gallery cannot simply be categorized as
an “art installation.” Monet and Lefèvre’s display plan for the Water Lilies
murals, which combined the illusory conventions of the panorama rotunda
with the ambient devices of installation art, should be recognized as an innovative intervention into the discourses of display that shaped the period. Evident from Gillet and Krauss’ aforementioned observations, the L’Orangerie
gallery’s space design and configuration merit a thorough, nuanced analysis,
one which has been hitherto absent from the annals of Monet scholarship.
The Panorama Rotunda
Scottish painter Robert Barker, incarcerated by his creditors in the 1780s, is
rumored to have found inspiration for the first panorama in the vertical light
cascading down the wall of his prison cell.17 He patented a process called
la nature à coup d’oeil18 [“nature at a glance”], by which a geographical vista, without any definitive beginning or endpoint, could be depicted upon a

Fig. 5. Robert Mitchell, Cross-Section of Robert Barker’s Leicester Square Panorama, London,
1801, aquatint, 12 2/3 x 18 2/5 in. (32.2 x 46.7 cm), British Museum, London. © The
Trustees of the British Museum / Art Resource, NY.
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360-degree circular canvas in precise perspective within a largescale cylindrical structure.19 The system of multi-perspectival diagonals on a concave surface made the image, when viewed from an elevated platform, appear undistorted and lifelike, thereby bringing the illusion of reality as close as possible
to the experience of reality.20 After rigorous experimentation in Edinburgh,
Barker brought his novel illusory technique to London, where the first permanent panorama rotunda was opened in Leicester Square on May 14, 1793.21
He collaborated with architect Robert Mitchell on the project, who designed
the rotunda as a two-storied hall in which two panoramic paintings could be
concurrently shown in separate rooms.
Printed in 1801, a transverse cross-sectional aquatint by Mitchell
anatomizes the inventive architecture of the Leicester Square Panorama
(Fig. 5).22 Via the staircase in the lower right corner, the visitor would pass
through the entranceway and reach a viewing platform surrounded by a balustrade. This physical partition would serve the double purpose of positioning visitors both at a distance from the picture plane, preserving the perspectival illusionism of the image, as well as where the upper and lower edges
of the panoramic painting could not be visually distinguished.23 At this spot,
the visitor would be completely surrounded by the painting that clung along
the circular walls of the building. The painting in the second circular room,
reached by the stairwell on the left, was exhibited on the upper floor.24 While
this auxiliary feature was made extinct in subsequent rotunda designs as the
panorama grew in popularity and demand, visitors to Leicester Square were
nonetheless mesmerized by this new cultural venue, the likes of which had
never before been encountered. One such visitor documented their enthrallment for posterity:
No device, to which the art of delineation has given birth, has approached so nearly to the power of placing the scene itself in the
presence of the spectator. It is not magic, but magic cannot more effectually delude the eye or induce a belief of the actual existence of the
objects seen. There is a kind of infinitude in the form of a circle, which
excludes beginning and ending; there is a kind of reality which arises
from the spectator’s ability to inspect every part in turn […].25
The panorama rotunda was a technological innovation that, as Jonathan Crary
exposits, “uprooted” traditional modes of experiencing visual culture, which
were beforehand concentrated on a localized, fixed point of view.26 Yet the
panorama rotunda created a space in which a viewer was placed in the center
of a round room and made to feel as though they were in the middle of an
enveloping natural or urban landscape. Writing of Barker’s inventiveness, Denise Blake Oleksijczuk contends rather than looking “outward” to an external
vanishing point customary of classical linear perspective, placing the viewer
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in the middle of a 360-degree pictorial representation, as opposed to in front
of it, allowed visitors to adopt an internal, centralized position in relation to
a panoramic image that employed conventions of externalized, perspectival
illusionism.27 Since it was impossible to see the all-surrounding imagery all at
once, visitors were compelled, as Oleksijczuk states, to “move around to see
[the entire image], an experience in which their eyes and the actions [of] their
muscles and joints gave them an acute awareness of the position and movement of their bodies.”28 This conspicuous evocation of the visitor’s proprioception—the body’s capability to perceive its own position and movement
within a physical space—is one of the defining cornerstones of the panorama
rotunda experience.
The panorama rotunda’s early success was based on what Vanessa R.
Schwartz calls “the project of verisimilitude,” that is, the immersive realism
of the panorama’s circular point of view.29 With this mission borne in mind,
Barker’s material and spatial techniques were modified by subsequent panorama designers to achieve even greater illusionistic realism. The fanfare eventually traveling across the Channel, French panoramists sought to guide visitors
“perceptually closer” to the action represented in the ambient paintings.30 In
1831, military painter Jean-Charles Langlois opened an enormous rotunda, the
largest in Paris at the time, 125 feet in diameter and forty-nine feet in height, at
14 rue des Marais-du-Temple, behind the present Place de la République.31 It
was inaugurated with a panoramic painting of The Battle of Navarino, a military
struggle in which the combined French, English, and Russian fleets, in support
of Greek independence, defeated the Ottoman navy in 1827.32
Langlois catered to traditional conventions of realism to depict the
battle imagery, complete with depictions of receding ships as they approached
the Mediterranean horizon, smoke, cannon fire, and vessels aflame beneath
a clear blue sky. As for the panorama rotunda’s internal design, Langlois
replaced the typical observation platform at the panorama’s center with the
poop deck of a frigate that had truly taken part in the naval battle: the Scipion,
known to the French citizenry for its feat of arms.33 With the addition of the
ship, Langlois led visitors up to this “deck” through a series of “cabins” and
passageways, rife with nautical equipment and decor. This process enabled
the visitor to adjust their eyes to the dim light in the rotunda and to create
an immersive “naval” aesthetic before they reached the platform.34 Langlois
further reinforced the panorama’s illusion of reality by using gas lighting to
simulate fire and mechanical ventilation to feign a sea breeze.
Germain Bapst’s 1889 text Essai sur l’histoire des panoramas et dioramas
[Essay on the History of Panoramas and Dioramas] remarks on the heightened illusory realism of Langlois’ panorama, proclaiming he “transported the
spectator to the center of the action, while his predecessors had left the visitor
isolated and removed from the spectacle represented as the crow flies.”35
Furthermore, Bapst explains how Langlois replaced the ordinary glass of the
roof skylight with frosted glass to negate any shadows that may otherwise
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be cast upon the canvas.36 It was ultimately the manner in which the Battle of
Navarino painting was displayed, incorporating visual, haptic, and auditory
stimulation, that maximized a sense of immersion and emphasized the panorama as a bodily experience. The architectural insularity of the panorama
rotunda eliminates any visual or proprioceptive referent to the world outside
that represented in the circular painting, which optimizes the illusory effect
of the visitor’s augmented visual experience.
Funded by industrial companies and more accessible to the working
class, panorama rotundas proliferated throughout the city and became an
integral part of Paris’s entertainment culture for almost a century.37 The Franco-Prussian War (1870-71) breathed new life into panoramic painting when
it was capitalized for propagandistic purposes, and the French capital was
eventually consumed by what an 1881 article termed panoramania.38 Monet
was in his early forties when the panorama fascination took hold of Paris.
While there is no extant proof of any visits to panorama rotundas across the
city, Monet certainly encountered them through newsprint, magazines, or
commercial advertisements. It is therefore entirely plausible Monet was inclined to experience the panorama craze that had long since taken the Parisian
people by storm. He was at the very least personally acquainted with repurposed panorama rotunda architecture. The seventh Exhibition of Independent
Artists, which opened on March 1, 1882, and in which Monet showcased
thirty-five artworks, was held at 251 rue Saint-Honoré, in the palace built for
the panorama The Battle of Reichschoffen, designed by esteemed panorama
architect Charles Garnier.39 While his conception for a Water Lilies installation,
described as a “circular room” to Maurice Guillemot in 1898, was radically
different from the usual historical or geographical subject matter of panoramic painting, it may have been the panorama rotunda’s scale and enveloping
illusionism, specially lit and removed from the context of the home or museum, that inspired Monet.40 This rapprochement is further confirmed in 1927 by
critic François Thiébault-Sisson, who attests Monet “dreamt of a vast rotunda
wherein his canvases could be housed in the style of a panorama.”41
Almost thirty years after their apogee, Monet would revive certain
techniques of the panorama rotunda’s phenomenology of display, such as its
customizable architectural design and all-surrounding painted imagery, in
service to his own artistic objective. Liberated from the constraints of painterly realism that had bound traditional panoramists, Monet’s Water Lilies
gallery at the L’Orangerie readapted the spatial, material, and proprioceptive tactics of the panorama rotunda as conceived by Barker, Langlois, and
their architectural partners, and ushered in a new epoch of proto-installation
art. Much like the panorama rotundas of nineteenth-century Paris, Monet’s
Water Lilies gallery was painted as well as constructed to be immersive.42
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The L’Orangerie Gallery
Panorama rotundas were designed in service of creating an ambient illusion for the beguilement of their visitors.43 They were not distinguished as
art objects within a larger museum framework but rather experienced as a
singular entity. In the final decades of his life, Monet called the monumental
canvases of his Water Lilies series his grandes décorations. Grace Seiberling
expounds how at the end of the nineteenth century, a décoration referred
to a type of “decorative” painting that was large in its dimensions, free
of academic demands for realistic illusionism, and destined for a specific
architectural setting.44 Pondering the works of the Nabis decorative artists
of the 1890s, Katherine M. Kuenzli reports these décorations were “site-specific installation[s]” that “formed all-encompassing and permanent environments for their patrons; some series remain[ing] in situ for as many as
thirty years.”45 Seiberling and Kuenzli’s descriptors can be applied to the
L’Orangerie Water Lilies cycle: largescale, non-realist paintings showcased in
a physical site specifically built to have them permanently exhibited in an
all-encompassing fashion. The purpose of Monet’s meticulous consideration
for the murals’ manner of display and their interaction with one another is
twofold. Not only does it harken to the immersive panorama rotunda tradition, but also speaks to his forward-thinking ideas of proto-installation art,
or rather, not art as representation, but art as environment.46
Pursuant to Monet’s demands in preserving the Water Lilies cycle’s
phenomenology of display, no other artwork—either painting or sculpture—
could be added to the L’Orangerie gallery by later curators, no modification
of the arrangement of the panels could ever be authorized, and the canvases
could never be sold into other collections.47 Since the custom-built space
in which the Water Lilies are displayed would be meaningless without the
paintings for which it was created, one can say Monet’s murals are, to borrow from Kuenzli, very much in situ, for they reside and are plastered in permanence to the L’Orangerie walls as opposed to hung with precarity.48 The
Water Lilies gallery, as a site-specific architectural setting, is and has always
been the murals’ original and only context. On the day of the gallery’s opening, its sole intention was to display Monet’s murals, just as the sole purpose
of the panorama rotunda was to fulfill the illusory objective of the landscape
contained and showcased therein.
Over the past ninety years, visitors to the L’Orangerie have walked
from the building’s main entrance to the posterior half of the building. They
cross the gallery’s entranceway and enter a small windowless vestibule,
elliptical in its shape, with, as Monet’s first architect Louis Bonnier aspired,
“intentionally reduced proportions and lighting.”49 Lefèvre’s early floorplans from January 1922 show the curving walls of the vestibule, similar to
those which hold Monet’s murals (Fig. 6).50 This intermediary area serves
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Fig. 6. Camille Lefèvre, Water Lilies Gallery Floorplan for the Orangerie des Tuileries, January
20, 1922, print, 33 4/5 x 61 in. (86 x 155 cm), Archives des musées nationaux, Paris [CP
64AJ 593]. © Archives nationales (France), F/21/165, dossier 24.

as a perceptual transition for the visitor, to permit their senses of sight and
proprioception to adjust to the controlled, alternate conditions of light and
space ahead. This technique proves akin to the nineteenth-century panorama rotunda corridors, often long and plunged in limited lighting, that led
to the center of a monumental panorama display.51 This introductory architectural feature in both cases serves as a transition between exterior and
interior space and light, eases these perceptual changes, and heightens the
immersive effects of the artwork it precedes.
Once in the vestibule, visitors then migrate through either one of
two curving passageways to the left and right, mirroring two other passageways connecting the first and second rooms of the gallery as well. There are
pragmatic and perceptual reasons Lefèvre and Monet would have designed
two pairs of curving passageways rather than linear ones. First, it optimizes
the negative floorspace between the elliptical walls of the Water Lilies gallery
rooms and the linear exterior walls of the museum. Second, it maximizes the
amount of gallery wall space needed to display to Water Lilies cycle. Third,
having the visitor move through these curved tunnels hints at the impending curving directionality of their corporeal movement once they enter the
gallery rooms. Finally, once inside the gallery rooms, these curved passages
obstruct all references to the outside world.52 As with the architectural layout
of the panorama rotunda, any space exterior to the gallery space is impossible to see once the visitor has entered the first room, magnifying the insularity of the space and the gallery’s immersive ambiance.
Like those in the vestibule, the gallery rooms’ walls are smooth and
unpresumptuous, with simple moldings running above the murals and
along the ground, removing the sharp right angle between the walls and
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the floor and accentuating the overall curvature
of the space. The ceilings
are comprised of a large
vellum sheet that canopies both rooms, which
filters the sunlight passing
through the double-paned
skylight and into the gallery (Fig. 7). The elongated
edifice of the L’Orangerie
was erected along Paris’s
historical axis and runs
parallel with the trajectory
of the sun, guaranteeing
the erstwhile greenhouse
would receive a maximal
amount of daily sunlight.53
These geographic coordinates would prove advantageous for Monet, whose
Fig. 7. Claude Monet and Camille Lefèvre, Water Lilies
entire artistic practice was
Gallery beneath Vellum Canopy and Skylight, first room,
committed to sensory
facing west wall, Musée de l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo
recordings of nature in
credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art
relation to natural light.54
Resource, NY.
The diffused, scattered
luminesce created by the skylight and canopy ensures the room is imbued
with just enough daylight to draw out the potent vibrancy of the pigments
in the murals’ colors. Reducing the risk of unwanted shadow being cast
upon the paintings, this optical trick also circumvents any potential photobleaching of the Water Lilies’ colors, which would otherwise diminish the
intricacies of their hue and value if exposed to a direct light source.55 Similar to nineteenth-century panorama rotunda architecture, the L’Orangerie
vellum canopy resembles in its functionality Langlois’ frosted glass skylight
for his display of The Battle of Navarino: to eliminate shadows that fall upon
the canvas of his panorama painting.56 It is likely Monet and Lefèvre took
influence from this panoramist lighting strategy to heighten the immersive
experience of their installation.
All the murals in the Water Lilies gallery rooms are two meters in
height and installed approximately two feet off the floor.57 Their low placement in relation to the visitor’s body, coupled with the fact that the murals
surpass most people in height, maximizes the sensation of immersion,
whereby the visitor feels they may tumble in the vast imagery and plunge
into the polychromatic pond. Taking in all parts of the monumental cycle at
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once proves difficult, even from a distanced viewpoint. This challenge thus
entices the visitor to register the different sections of the murals in succession.58 Speaking of his Wheat Stacks series exhibition in 1891, Monet told a
visitor that the paintings “only acquire their full value by the comparison
and the succession of the whole series,” highlighting these artworks were to
be viewed together in order to observe a gradient of colors that record the
changing hours of the day.59 While these easel paintings were dispersed and
the series fragmented, the Water Lilies gallery survives intact in the precise
arrangement Monet intended. Each mural represents a discrete moment in
time while also participating in a larger temporal sequence courtesy of their
physical connection to each other.
In his book Art and Visual Perception, Rudolf Arnheim states: “All
gradients have the power to create depth, and gradients of brightness are
among the most efficient. This is true for spatial settings, such as interiors
and landscapes, but also for single objects.”60 The Water Lilies gallery qualifies on all these criteria as an interior space depicting a 360-degree waterscape, as well as a display of enormous paintings. The gallery murals are
physically interlinked by the space they share, both geometrically through
their shared height and position on the gallery walls, as well as through specific color relationships. These color relations, the “gradients of brightness”
Arnheim characterizes, evince themselves in the specific arrangement of the
Water Lilies cycle in both rooms of the L’Orangerie gallery. When the murals’
architectural interaction with one another is observed, the resulting effect is
a spectral belt of color value: an optical gradient of relative brightness and
darkness of color that allows the visitor’s gaze to freely flow around the unified artwork, prompting visuomotor stimulation and a sense of immersion
within Monet’s art environment.61
In both rooms of the gallery, the color values at the ends of the
murals enable the visitor’s eyes to drift along from one painting to the next
without any perceptual disruption. Despite physical interruptions between
the canvases that would not have existed in the paintings of panorama rotundas, the Water Lilies murals are of equal height, and their ends flank and
abut one another. This proximity permits the visitor’s attention to flow from
mural to mural without any effort or damage to their visual experience. For
example, along the northern wall of the first room, the left and right registers of the mural Clouds (Fig. 1 to the left; Fig. 2 to the right) are distinctively
darker, with their deep greens and violets, as compared to its center register,
with its lighter blues and pinks. These darker ends of Clouds adjoin the right
side of Setting Sun (Fig. 2 at the center) to the west and the left side of Green
Reflections (Fig. 1 at the center) to the east, both of which are dominated by
dark, deep shades of green, blue, and violet.
A spectral belt of color value is also apparent in the second room of
the gallery. Along the eastern wall, Two Willows (Fig. 3 in the middle) possesses a principal color schema of light pinks, blues, and shades of lilac,
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while on the opposing, western side, Reflections of Willows (Fig. 4 in the middle) is enriched with deep blues and violets. The murals along the northern
and southern walls of this room act as color value intermediaries, with their
lighter shades of blues and pinks in the watery reflections juxtaposed with
the darker greens, ochres, and reds of the willow tree’s bark. This phenomenon demonstrates the existence of a continuous, spectral belt of color value
that compels the visitor’s vision around the rooms continuously without a
definitive point of beginning or end. This sensation triggers a strong experience of liquescent, visual movement and perceptual disorientation, the
apex of the gallery’s tactics of immersion. Similar to the panorama rotunda
phenomenon expressed by Oleksijczuk, as the visitor’s eyes and head move,
their body is actively engaged through awareness of muscle and joint movement to register and absorb the all-surrounding watery imagery.
In an article published in 1909 by the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, Roger
Marx writes that in the Water Lilies series, Monet “finds his pleasure in the
enjoyment experienced, throughout the day, in the viewing of a single site.”62
This statement well encapsulates the fused temporal and spatial parameters
of the Water Lilies gallery experience. Advancing this notion of the L’Orangerie Water Lilies as a holistic experience, critic François Monod wrote a review
for the journal L’Art et les Artistes in June 1927, wherein he describes Monet’s
paintings within the site’s “enveloping” display:
In each of the two rooms of the Orangerie, a foggy morning effect and
twilight effect occupy the ends of the ellipse; on the long sides shine
effects of full light during the hours of midday. The only concrete elements of the spectacle are the floating petals of the water-lilies, flames
of purple and gold, which, on the large sides, frame the long plunging
views, two thin trunks of weeping willows, and a few twigs of their
foliage trembling in the breeze. The spectator is enveloped in a bath of
aerial quivering, damp moirure, and flickers of clarity.63
Monod’s words epitomize the intended and realized outcome of the gallery’s phenomenology of display. They do not differentiate the specific murals of the room but rather insinuate how they relate to one another to form
a singular perceptual phenomenon, in a “kind of infinitude” not dissimilar
to what was observed of Barker’s panorama rotunda a century earlier. The
seriality of these in situ paintings offers an altered perception of time, for
when viewing the L’Orangerie murals together, the visitor receives the sense
that different moments in time—morning, noon, afternoon, dusk, and back
to morning—meld into a simultaneous continuum, and in consequence
render the experience of time graspable through the experience of space.64 In
proto-installation art, be it the panorama rotunda or L’Orangerie gallery, the
art and architecture it inhabits mesh into one inseparable entity. The visitor,
surrounded by interior walls, perceives and experiences exterior tranquility.
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Fig. 8. Claude Monet, Les nuages [Clouds] (detail), c. 1914-26, oil on canvas, 78 3/4 x 502 in.
(200 x 1275 cm), Musée de l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand
Palais / Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 9. Claude Monet, Le matin clair aux saules [Clear Morning with Willows] (detail), c.
1914-26, oil on canvas, 78 3/4 x 502 in. (200 x 1275 cm), Musée de l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo
credit: Sophie Crépy. © RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.
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The Water Lilies Murals
Unlike the panorama paintings of Barker and Langlois, from which visitors
were kept at a strategic distance, visitors to the L’Orangerie gallery have been
able to inspect the Water Lilies murals at close range. While the paintings of
panorama rotundas used thin, tight brushwork to maximize their illusion
through hyperdetailed realism, Monet’s application of paint is rigorous,
forceful, and tactile, despite the murals’ ethereal imagery and delicate color
schemes. His diligent execution of what Robert Herbert calls “texture-strokes”
creates a complex meshwork of color relations in service of a deceptive impression of spontaneity, or an illusion of instantaneity.65 In any given region
of these paintings, a visitor will notice an extensive complex of coats of paint,
colorations, and orientations of brushstrokes (Figs. 8-9). Even in the most
unassuming spot, visitors may find a plethora of pastel shades: warm yellows,
soft pinks, and rich blues, greens, and violets. These canvases are covered with
a luscious incrustation of several layers of paint atop one another.66

Fig. 10. Claude Monet, peintre, dans son atelier [Claude Monet, Painter, in his Studio], Giverny,
France, February 25, 1926, photograph, 5 1/5 x 7 1/10 in. (13 x 18 cm). Photo credit:
Agence de presse Meurisse. Public domain: National Library of France, Department of
Prints and Photography.
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According to Charles M. Mount’s biography of the artist, Monet
often used blotting paper to absorb the oil from the paints for his late Water
Lilies canvases and did not thin his paints with turpentine.67 The resultant
low binder concentration produced a dense, pasty paint that was elastic and
more difficult to spread and manipulate along the canvases’ weave. This
viscosity led to shorter, wider brushstrokes, as the thick paint could not be
fluidly dragged or smeared across great lengths of canvas. The individual colorized textures overlay and pass through each other in a myriad of
juxtapositions, whereby adjacent colors interplay and enhance one another’s
vibrancy.68 This type of examination contrasts starkly with their observation
from afar, and it proves intriguing that such solid brushwork alludes to
liquescence when contemplated at a distance.
The paintings run through a broad palette of color contrasts, with
which Monet played in many modulations, such as light-dark, warm-cold,
and complementary colors.69 Coarse areas of texture alternate with dabbing
and hatching, where two or more colors can be seen within a single brushstroke. Monet’s rubbing of pasty pigments on top of dried, pastose layerings
produces a broken, rough appearance, with streaks of paint so granulose
that subsequent swift, thinner strokes would not cover its ridges or penetrate its crevices.70 The final result is a canvas of saturated pigmentations
and heavy impasto. The incrustations of paint, layer atop layer, texture upon
texture, and color over color, summon to the visitor’s consciousness Monet’s
hand and very physical painterly process (Fig. 10).
The raw, painterly surface of these murals gives rise to formless reflections of gentle light that almost mimic the “natural” shimmer on the surface of the pond.71 The conflict between the physical, uneven texture of the
paint against the diaphanous fluidity of the lily pond invites a strong bodily
awareness through the evocation of tactility, echoing the thoughts of French
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty: “tactile experience adheres to the surface of [the] body […] space itself is known through [the] body.”72 The Water
Lilies murals’ topography of paint appears rough and ragged, a patchwork
of colors and dissolved shapes. Yet as the visitor retreats from the canvas, the
mellifluous colors form distinct features and reveal themselves as the aqueous, aerated subject matter that was Monet’s creative point of departure.73
Perhaps the most substantial and consistent feature in Monet’s Water
Lilies series is the juxtaposition of the horizontally-shaped clusters of lily
pads and the arabesque verticality of the reflections of trees, clouds, and sky
in the pond’s rustling water (Fig. 11).74 When the interaction between these
two compositional elements in the L’Orangerie murals is compared to earlier, smaller Water Lilies panels (Figs. 12-13), the consistency in Monet’s pictorial layout throughout the entire series becomes apparent. The foreshortened
ovals of the lily pads are aggregated into floating isles and organized into
horizontal strata parallel to the top and bottom edge of the paintings. They
seem smaller and more angular as the visitor’s vision moves upward along
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Fig. 11. Claude Monet, Reflets verts [Green Reflections] (detail), c. 1914-26, oil on canvas, 78
3/4 x 334 2/3 in. (200 x 850 cm), Musée de l’Orangerie, Paris. Photo credit: Sophie Crépy.
© RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.

the canvases, signifying the receding surface of the water and conveying its
lateral depth.75 Within this format, a counter-system of large, amorphous
shapes represent the reflections of trees, foliage, clouds, and sky on the
pond’s surface. Yet their vertical, intertwining brushwork, coupled with the
verticality of the fragmented willow trunks and fronds, affirm the flatness of
the picture plane and the vertical, curving walls upon which the murals are
exhibited.76
As Dolf Sternberger stresses, the panorama rotunda’s commitment to
realistic illusionism was dependent upon, in part, the removal of any visual
evidence that could remind the visitor of the image’s flatness and pictoriality.77 However, each of the L’Orangerie murals are adorned by a thin golden
frame to secure the paintings’ edges to the wall and prevent peeling. Aside
from this pragmatic function, frames were meant to connote the limits of
the image space.78 Monet challenges the finality of the murals’ edges by illustrating figures incompletely, omitting the depiction of a shoreline at the
bottom or a line of horizon at the top. Brian O’Doherty expounds on the
late nineteenth century’s rebellion of “weakened absolutism” of the canvas’ edges: “A signature of Impressionism is the way the casually chosen
subject softens the edge’s structural role at a time when the edge is under
pressure from the increasing shallowness of the space.” What proves revolutionary is that by allowing this illusion of the laterally receding waterscape to be questioned by the presence of a display frame, Monet seems to
explicitly call attention to the illusion itself as a construct of the visitor’s vi-
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sual perception.79 Turning his back
on the hyperrealist conventions of
panorama painting, Monet nonetheless achieves the same objective
said conventions sought to create.
His phenomenology of display uses
the frame to highlight the L’Orangerie project as a hybrid between
two distinct traditions, one of
painting and the other of architecture, being merged into one entity.
In lieu of the Impressionist pursuit
of naturalism, the Water Lilies murals highlight the proto-installation
mandate of visuomotor experience
as critical to the artwork’s raison
d’être, an internal artifice fabricated
by a perceiving mind.
Fig. 12. Claude Monet, Pond with Water
Lilies, 1907, oil on canvas, 40 x 28 2/5 in.
(101.5 x 72 cm), Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Photo credit: HIP / Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 13. Claude Monet, Water Lilies, 1916,
oil on canvas, 79 x 79 1/10 in. (200.5 x 201
cm), National Museum of Western Art,
Tokyo. Gift of the Matsukata Collection.
Photo credit: HIP / Art Resource, NY.

Conclusion
After a six-year closure to the
public, the Orangerie Museum
reopened its Water Lilies gallery in
2006. The renovated rooms reinstated Monet’s original vision for
the gallery and position the space
closer to contemporary practices of installation art. The second
floor of the museum, built atop the
Water Lilies gallery in 1960 for the
Walter-Guillaume collection, was
demolished, and a double-paned
skylight was built, exposing the
murals to natural light for the first
time in forty-one years.80 The result
was a light-catching chamber between the vellum canopy and the
double-paned skylight that holds
daylight and bathes the gallery’s
rooms in a soft albeit dense glow.
The flooring, which was clad with
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Fig. 14. The L’Orangerie Water Lilies Gallery, first room, facing east wall, 1927, gelatin silver
bromide glass negative, 9 2/5 x 11 4/5 in. (24 x 30 cm), Médiathèque de l’architecture et
de Patrimoine, Charenton-le-Pont, France. © Ministère de la Culture / Médiathèque du
Patrimoine, Dist. RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, NY.

brown, checkered wood (Fig. 14), was replaced with a reflective white
lacquer that matched the color of the walls, moldings, and newly installed
vellum canopy.81 This interior redesign had the effect of further accentuating the “aquatic décor” of the murals’ subject matter, as Gillet described
back in 1927. This curatorial decision ultimately validates the conditions
under which Monet intended his murals to be experienced, to accredit the
murals’ manner of display as vital to their meaning.
The painterly and architectural constituents of the L’Orangerie gallery perceptually interact through their phenomenology of display and work
together in a large continuum of shapes, colors, and spatial configurations.82
For too long have Monet’s Water Lilies paintings been lambasted as “chocolate box art”, overexposed in popular culture while seldom appreciated
beyond their aesthetic sentimentality. The Water Lilies gallery has herein been
recognized as a unique artistic site and praised for its panoramic qualities,
now with deeper historical contextualization. The architectural design of the
Water Lilies gallery engages the visitor’s sight and proprioception. The relationship between its massive paintings and their unique display invites questions regarding the significance of the perceiving, sensing body in art interpretation. Intersecting the panorama traditions of his past and the installation
art practices of his future, Monet’s gallery plays host to a phenomenological,
embodied mode of artistic contemplation. It propels our notion of the experience of art from a passive spectatorship that hierarchizes vision over other
senses, toward an active participation that democratizes them instead.
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